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Preface 

D-STOP project 139, ADAS Enhanced by 5G Connectivity, began in September 2017 and 
made great strides in foundational work before it ended in September 2018.  

Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) are a key technology for improved traffic 
safety. Long before fully automated vehicles arrive in significant numbers, ADAS will 
see high penetration and substantially reduce accident rates. Toyota and Honda have both 
committed to focusing on “hands on the wheel, eyes on the road” ADAS long before 
(perhaps up to a decade) introducing higher levels of automation to consumers. This is a 
philosophy that resonates with the research team on this project. 

Connectivity between vehicles, and between vehicles and infrastructure, makes ADAS 
more effective by enabling vehicles to “see” around corners and through other vehicles. 
But connectivity via DSRC, the 802.11-based standard that will likely be mandated by 
2020, can become congested when a large number of vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians 
congregate near intersections in urban areas. Moreover, DSRC does not offer the 
bandwidth for sharing of raw, or lightly-processed, sensor data between vehicles or from 
infrastructure to vehicles. In fact, in all likelihood, DSRC message traffic will be limited 
to the basic safety message, a low-rate, low-latency message that communicates a 
vehicle’s or cyclist’s or pedestrian’s current position and velocity to others in the vicinity. 
And even this message will become unreliable if too many DSRC transmitters find 
themselves fighting for slots in which to transmit, such as will occur in urban areas with 
heavy foot and vehicular traffic. 

This project studied how emerging 5G technology can be used to “supercharge” ADAS 
by releasing it from the limitations of DSRC. We investigated how can ADAS benefit 
from the sub-10-ms latency, the 100 Mbps per-user download data rate, and the high 
connection density that 5G promises. 

To provide our results, we present here two papers. These papers build a foundation for 
sharing of data, which underlies our unique approach to ADAS. The first, Accurate 
Collaborative Globally-Referenced Digital Mapping with Standard GNSS, explores our 
approach to ADAS in which we enable exchange of data between vehicles. The second, 
Low-cost Precise Vehicular Positioning in Urban Environments, describes a system for 
low-cost precise urban vehicular positioning we developed. The system is composed of a 
densely-spaced reference network, a software-defined GNSS receiver whose processing 
can be executed on general-purpose commodity hardware, and a real-time kinematic 
(RTK) positioning engine. A performance sensitivity analysis reveals that navigation data 
bit prediction on the GPS L1 C/A signals is key to high-performance urban RTK 
positioning that will further ADAS in the future.  
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Abstract: Exchange of location and sensor data among connected and automated vehicles will demand
accurate global referencing of the digital maps currently being developed to aid positioning for automated
driving. This paper explores the limit of such maps’ globally-referenced position accuracy when
the mapping agents are equipped with low-cost Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers
performing standard code-phase-based navigation, and presents a globally-referenced electro-optical
simultaneous localization and mapping pipeline, called GEOSLAM, designed to achieve this limit.
The key accuracy-limiting factor is shown to be the asymptotic average of the error sources that impair
standard GNSS positioning. Asymptotic statistics of each GNSS error source are analyzed through
both simulation and empirical data to show that sub-50-cm accurate digital mapping is feasible in
the horizontal plane after multiple mapping sessions with standard GNSS, but larger biases persist in
the vertical direction. GEOSLAM achieves this accuracy by (i) incorporating standard GNSS position
estimates in the visual SLAM framework, (ii) merging digital maps from multiple mapping sessions,
and (iii) jointly optimizing structure and motion with respect to time-separated GNSS measurements.

Keywords: vehicle localization; SLAM; sensor fusion

1. Introduction

Localization is one of the primary operations that connected and automated vehicles must perform,
both to navigate from one location to another and to interact with each other and with their surroundings
within a mapped environment. Satellite-based navigation sensors have historically been the unrivalled
sensor of choice for navigating from source to destination. However, the high-reliability sub-50-cm
precision demanded by automated vehicles for lane-keeping and other applications, especially in urban
areas, has significantly changed this landscape [1]. In most automated vehicles being developed, the Global
Positioning System (GPS)/Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is relegated to a secondary sensor
whose role is to loosely constrain (within a few meters) the primary localization sensors, usually camera(s)
and/or LiDAR, to a global reference frame when building a digital map. The vehicles then locate
themselves to decimeter accuracy within this digital map.

Automated driving does not necessarily demand sub-50-cm agreement between the coordinates
of a given point in the digital map and the coordinates of the same point in a well-defined global
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reference frame. Rather, local self-consistency and accurate localization within the digital map is of
greater importance. However, consistency of the digital map with a global coordinate frame is likely
to become a pre-requisite for cooperative automated driving. Automated driving can be made more
efficient (e.g., by platooning) and safe if basic safety information such as vehicle location, velocity, intent,
etc. are shared among neighboring agents through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and/or vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) communication [2,3]. In many cases, such information can be perceived independently by each
agent via its exteroceptive sensors. But in other situations—for example at a blind corner or during a
left turn maneuver—full situational awareness will require external sensors—on other vehicles or on
infrastructure—that wirelessly communicate data to the ego-vehicle. If all collaborating vehicles navigate
within the same digital map, exchange of information can be performed with sub-50-cm precision [4,5],
even if the map itself is only globally accurate to a few meters. However, it is unlikely that automated
vehicles from different manufacturers will rely on a common digital map. Consequently, the precision
of the exchanged vehicle position is lower-bounded by the disagreement on the coordinates of the same
physical location between different maps. Thus, exchange of accurate vehicle pose among vehicles, as well
as other associated high-level information such as sensor data in the vehicle’s body frame, will demand
consistency among, or translation between, different digital maps.

Standard code-phase-based GNSS position measurements, such as those provided by all mass-market
GNSS receivers, may be biased by as much as 3–5 meters on any given mapping session. Maps anchored
by these measurements may not exhibit lane-level consistency with each other. One possible solution is
to create digital maps with decimeter-accurate carrier-phase differential GNSS (CDGNSS) systems [6].
However, at current prices, such systems can only be installed on a limited fleet of specialized mapping
vehicles. Precise point positioning (PPP) techniques offer a low-cost alternative to CDGNSS, but the
frequent cycle-slipping experienced in urban areas impedes the convergence of PPP techniques [7].

While mapping with a specialized fleet is feasible for urban areas, it is time-consuming and
cumbersome to create and maintain maps of entire continents. Thus, a key enabler for large-scale
up-to-date maps will be enlisting the help of the very consumer vehicles that need the map to build
and update it. Consumer vehicles will likely be equipped with low-cost consumer-grade sensor
suites. Accordingly, this paper explores the accuracy limit of globally-referenced mapping involving
collaborating consumer vehicles whose sense of global position is based on standard code-phase-based
GNSS receivers. Key parameters in this exploration are the asymptotic averages of the error sources
that impair code-phase-based GNSS positioning: receiver thermal noise, satellite clock and orbit errors,
ionospheric and tropospheric modeling errors, and multipath. One or more vehicles navigating through
a digital map over time make multiple time-separated GNSS measurements of the same location. If these
vehicles collaboratively update the map over multiple sessions, then the GNSS errors are averaged across
all sessions with appropriate weighting.

Are the GNSS errors at every map location—including deep urban locations—asymptotically
zero-mean, or, on the contrary, do location-dependent biases persist in averages of time-separated standard
GNSS measurements? Such is the question this paper seeks to address. To this end, it describes and
demonstrates a stereo-camera-based digital mapping pipeline called GEOSLAM (globally-referenced
electro-optical simultaneous localization and mapping) that achieves the accuracy limit of digital mapping
with standard GNSS. GEOSLAM combines standard GNSS position estimates with a visual SLAM system
in a tightly-coupled architecture.

To achieve the accuracy limit, GEOSLAM merges and jointly optimizes maps over multiple sessions
with time-separated GNSS position estimates. This paper details the techniques GEOSLAM invokes to
smoothly transition between unmapped and previously-mapped regions, consistently fusing current and
prior maps without the need for a six degrees-of-freedom (6-DoF) pose from an inertial navigation system
(INS). GEOSLAM enables multi-agent collaborative mapping by storing and rendering its map in a global
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frame of reference, such as the World Geodetic System 1984 or the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame. Multi-session operation of GEOSLAM is demonstrated using camera and GNSS data collected in
a moderate urban environment, and the accuracy of global localization with the multi-session GEOSLAM
map is assessed with respect to CDGNSS-based ground truth.

2. Previous Work

Improving the accuracy of maps by averaging GPS/GNSS tracks has been explored previously using
a variety of approaches. An early effort, detailed in [8], proposed the precise determination of lane
centerlines by clustering and averaging the GNSS tracks of probe vehicles. The accuracy of the estimated
centerline was assessed in terms of the spread of GNSS tracks, assuming, without analysis, that the error
was zero-mean at every location. Likewise, [9] invoked the zero-mean assumption without examination.
More recently, [10] proposed vehicle lane determination via PPP on a rural road under open-sky conditions.
The current paper aims to perform localization at a similar accuracy level, but in urban and suburban
areas and with the aid of a digital mapping sensor.

Minimizing the difference between GNSS measurements and the assigned map coordinates of
locations visited multiple times by probe vehicles has been a common feature of the seminal works
on map-based precise localization in urban environments for automated driving [4,5], but no analysis of
the accuracy of the resulting map in the global coordinate system was provided.

The effect of multipath on measured pseudoranges was studied extensively for various signal
types in [11]. However, this study was done under open-sky conditions with a static survey-grade
antenna, hardly representative of a mass-market receiver in an urban environment. The effect of multipath
from a single large reflector on a static receiver was studied in [12], where it was shown that the position
solution of the receiver was significantly biased when tracking multipath-afflicted signals. However, no
details were provided about the tracking strategy and navigation filter. Multipath characterization for
a dynamic receiver in an urban area was performed in [13], but the study was carried out for a single
run through the test area, and many of the important error sources (e.g., atmospheric modeling errors),
were assumed to be negligible. A detailed study on the distribution of code-phase and Doppler offsets of
the multipath components from individual satellites in a dynamic urban setting was carried out in [14].
However, the error was characterized as the combined distribution of code phase delays over the entire
duration of the run, which marginalizes over the temporally- and physically-local biases. On the contrary,
this paper explores the errors in the position domain for repeated sessions through a given realization of
an urban corridor.

Other GNSS error sources such as errors in modeling of ionospheric [15] and tropospheric [16]
delay have been studied extensively over many decades, and their long-term error characteristics have
also been reported in the literature. However, the impact of these errors on the asymptotic statistics of
code-phase-based GNSS position estimates has not been previously presented.

To the authors’ best knowledge, despite the apparent simplicity of the problem, no prior work has
studied the long-term statistics of GNSS errors in an urban environment representative of the conditions
to be encountered by consumer vehicles creating digital maps anchored by code-phase-based GNSS
positioning. One of this paper’s primary contributions is to address this gap in the literature.

Sensor fusion of visible-light cameras and GNSS has been extensively studied [17–28]. Some of
these works [26–28] have proposed visual odometry as a replacement for, or an augmentation of, the
traditional GNSS/INS architecture. Visual data from cameras are exploited to perform dead reckoning in
a visual odometry pipeline, wherein an important distinction from the current paper is that the 3D map
points do not persist after a window of time has elapsed—that is, no map of feature points is maintained.
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Clearly, such an approach does not allow improvement of the 3D map point positions over multiple
mapping sessions.

In [25], the relative change in position between two image frames is first estimated based on
time-differenced GNSS carrier phase measurements. The metric-accurate GNSS-derived change in position
is exploited to initialize the otherwise unobservable scale in a monocular visual SLAM system. However,
GNSS measurements are not incorporated any further once the absolute scale has been initialized. Unlike
the current paper, the visual SLAM map is rendered in the arbitrary SLAM coordinate frame since only the
relative change in position, and not the absolute position, was estimated based on GNSS measurements.

The vision-GNSS fusion in the current paper is closely aligned with the bi-objective bundle adjustment
(BA) optimization techniques previously reported in [17,18,20,22–24]. In [17,18,20,22], the traditional visual
SLAM reprojection cost function is jointly minimized along with a GNSS position error term. The methods
proposed in [23,24] are also similar, but guarantee that the visual reprojection cost after incorporation of
the GNSS term is not significantly greater than the visual-only case. However, none of these works showed
significant empirical evidence of their efficacy on real-world vehicle data sets. Furthermore, collaborative
mapping or multi-session improvement of the map was not discussed.

Collaborative multi-agent mapping, without GNSS aiding, has also been extensively discussed in
the literature [29–35]. Some of these proposed solutions require significant overlap in the field-of-view of
the agents, or require that the relative pose transformation between the agents be known a priori [30,32].
Other solutions, such as in [31,33–35], enable collaboration by performing data association between
non-concurrent mapping sessions where the relative pose transformation between the agents is unknown.
The multi-session strategy employed in this paper is similar, but with an important distinction: none of the
previous works on collaborative mapping have incorporated GNSS measurements in the map-building
process. Without global referencing, the problem of data association between non-concurrent sessions
becomes intractable. With no estimate of the pose for the mapping platform in relation to the existing
map, data association must be attempted against the entire map. It is easily observed that such data
association will become infeasible when scaled to city- or country-wide maps. The current paper proposes
rendering and storage of digital maps in a global coordinate frame, such that a new mapping session can
readily estimate its approximate pose in relation to the prior map, and perform data association on a small
segment of the prior map that is expected to be in view of the vision system.

The work presented in [36] is perhaps the most closely related to the current paper. In [36], a particular
stretch of roadway is mapped 25 times with a low-cost sensor setup. However, [36] assumes, without
detail, the availability of a lane-level accurate low-cost positioning module that provides the full 6-DoF
pose for the mapping platform. This greatly simplifies the ensuing data association and mapping pipeline.
No mention is made of the general setting of the roadway being mapped (open-sky highway, urban
canyon, etc.), and while the accuracy of the mapped traffic signs is adequately reported, localization
within the map is not discussed, presumably since lane-level accurate positioning is already available.
Meanwhile, the current paper only assumes the availability of a meter-level accurate code-phase-based
GNSS receiver that provides 3D position estimates. Global localization accuracy of a vehicle operating
within the multi-session map is presented as the key performance indicator.

3. GNSS Error Analysis

3.1. Low-Cost GNSS in Urban Areas

Low-cost multi-GNSS receiver manufacturers have recently announced the development and release
of low-cost multi-frequency multi-GNSS receivers [37]. Accordingly, the analysis in this section considers
a vehicular platform equipped with a multi-frequency multi-GNSS receiver capable of tracking both code
and carrier phase of GNSS signals.
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Development of an extensive dense reference network in support of CDGNSS consumer vehicular
positioning in urban areas, as suggested in [38], could be an expensive affair. PPP is a low-cost alternative
to CDGNSS that requires only a sparse network of reference stations across the globe, but is not considered
a viable option for urban GNSS positioning in this paper because the constant cycle slips and outages
experienced in urban areas [6] make it difficult for PPP’s float carrier phase ambiguity estimates to
converge [7], in which case PPP degrades to code-phase positioning accuracy.

While convergence of PPP carrier-phase ambiguities may be infeasible in urban areas, a partial PPP
solution that exploits precise satellite orbits and clocks, as well as ionospheric and tropospheric corrections,
can certainly improve the accuracy of code-phase-based GNSS position estimates. Since connected and
automated vehicles will perforce enjoy network connectivity, this paper assumes the availability of such
GNSS corrections. Thus, the kind of GNSS errors assessed in this section lie between those corresponding
to the two extremes of standard standalone code-phase positioning and PPP. This type of GNSS positioning,
hereafter referred to as enhanced code-phase positioning, exploits both code and carrier phase or frequency
tracking, but, as opposed to PPP, does not attempt to estimate a quasi-constant float carrier phase ambiguity,
making it suitable for urban applications.

3.2. Pseudorange Measurement

The pseudorange measurement at receiver R from satellite Si is modeled as

ρi(tR) = hi
[
x(tR), Iρi (tR), Ti(tR), tR

]
+ wρi (tR)

= ∆ri + c
[
δtR(tR)− δtSi (t− δtTOFi )

]
+ Iρi (tR) + Ti(tR) + wρi (tR), (1)

where

x(tR) ,

[
rR(tR)
δtR(tR)

]
is the state of the receiver, comprising the receiver position, rR(tR), at the time of the signal receipt event,
tR, and the receiver clock bias, δtR(tR) = tR − t, with respect to true time t. The nonlinear measurement
model is denoted by hi; ρi denotes the measured pseudorange to Si; c denotes the speed of light in vacuum;
δtSi (t) = tSi − t denotes the satellite clock bias with respect to t; δtTOFi denotes the time-of-flight of the
signal from Si, as an increment in true time; Iρi and Ti denote the ionospheric and tropospheric delay
experienced by the signal from Si, respectively; wρi ∼ (µwi , σ2

wi
) denotes the sum of measurement thermal

noise, multipath interference, non-line-of-sight (NLOS) delay, and other unmodeled errors; and ∆ri denotes
the true range between R and Si, given as

∆ri = ‖rR(tR)− rSi (tR − δtR(tR)− δtTOFi )‖,

where rSi is the satellite position at the signal transmit event. Note from (1) that the receiver clock bias
component of the state contributes identically to all pseudorange measurements.

Taking nz pseudorange measurements {ρi}nz
i=1 and predictions Īρi and T̄i for each measurement,

R estimates its state by solving a nonlinear least squares problem based on (1). First, it linearizes the
measurement model in (1) about an initial guess of its state x̄(tR) =

[
r̄T
R (tR) δ̄tR(tR)

]T and the modeled
atmospheric delays:

ρi ≈ hi(x̄, Īρi , T̄i, tR) +
[

∂hi
∂x

]T

x=x̄︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hi

(x− x̄) + Ĩρi + T̃i + wρi ,
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with Ĩρi = Iρi − Īρi and T̃i = Ti − T̄i. Representing all nz measurements in matrix form yields ρ1
...

ρnz

 =

 h1(x̄, Īρ1 , T̄1, tR)
...

hnz(x̄, Īρnz , T̄nz , tR)

+

 H1
...

Hnz

(x− x̄) +

 Ĩρ1
...

Ĩρnz

+

 T̃1
...

T̃nz

+

 w1
...

wnz


or

ρ = h(x̄, Ī, T̄ , tR) + H(x− x̄) + Ĩ + T̃ + w. (2)

Rearranging measured and modeled quantities on the left-hand side to get the standard form for
a linearized measurement model yields

z , ρ− h(x̄, Ī, T̄ , tR) + Hx̄ =⇒ z = Hx + Ĩ + T̃ + w. (3)

The ith row of the measurement sensitivity matrix H is

Hi ≈
[

r̄T
R (tR)−r̄T

Si
(tR−δ̄tR−δ̄tTOFi

)

‖r̄R(tR)−r̄Si (tR−δ̄tR−δ̄tTOFi
)‖ , 1

]
.

By solving (3) for x, updating x̄, and iterating until convergence, R obtains its state estimate x̂(tR):

x̂(tR) ,

[
r̂R(tR)
δ̂tR(tR)

]
.

For dynamic applications such as vehicle tracking, the state x(tR) is typically augmented to include the
time derivatives of rR(tR) and tR(tR), and the measurement model typically assumes direct measurement
of apparent Doppler frequency.

3.3. Error Sources

The major sources of error in the estimates r̂R and δ̂tR are as follows:

3.3.1. Thermal Noise

Measurement thermal noise at the receiver is one of the components of wρi in (1). The effect of
thermal noise can be accurately modeled as a white Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
standard deviation σT. For the pseudorange measurement, σT is typically between 10–30 cm, depending
on the signal carrier-to-noise ratio, signal bandwidth, and receiver tracking bandwidth [39]. Estimation of
the receiver state from multiple appropriately-weighted measurements with independent thermal-noise
errors, and processing such measurements over time through a filter based on the modeled dynamics
of the receiver, renders negligible the position-domain effects of uncorrelated zero-mean thermal noise.
As a result, thermal noise is not a major contributor to the asymptotic accuracy of a digital map.

3.3.2. Satellite Orbit and Clock Errors

Satellite orbit and clock errors manifest in the modeled satellite position r̄Si and the modeled
satellite clock bias δ̄tSi . The International GNSS Service (IGS) provides orbit and clock models for GNSS
satellites. The predicted ultra rapid orbits and satellite clocks have an accuracy of ∼5 cm and ∼3 ns,
respectively [40]. These may add up to ∼1 m of combined pseudorange model error for a given satellite.
The 17-h retroactively-available rapid orbits and satellite clock models are accurate to ∼2.5 cm and ∼75 ps
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RMS errors, respectively [40], adding up to less than 5 cm of RMS error in the modeled pseudorange for
a given signal. Since the orbit and clock parameters are fit to measurements made at IGS analysis centers,
the errors in the estimated parameters must be asymptotically zero-mean by design of the estimator.
For post-processing applications such as mapping, it is reasonable to assume the availability of rapid orbit
and satellite clock products, and thus the asymptotic average position errors due to errors in modeled
satellite position and clock bias can be reduced to a sub-5-cm level.

3.3.3. Ionospheric Modeling Errors

The code-modulated GNSS signal propagates slower through the ionosphere as compared to vacuum
due to the slightly-greater-than-unity group index of refraction for this atmospheric layer. The excess group
delay is given as

∆τg =
40.3 · TEC

c f 2 ,

where TEC is the total electron content in electrons/m2 and f is the frequency of the propagating signal.
At the GPS L1 frequency centered at 1575.42 MHz, the excess ionospheric group delay is roughly 16.24 cm
per TECU (1 TECU , 1016 electrons/m2). If not modeled, the ionospheric delay can lead to ranging errors
greater than 15 m.

The ionospheric delay can be estimated via an ionosphere model or, in case of a multi-frequency
receiver, eliminated via a combination of multiple-frequency pseudorange measurements. The latter
technique does not require any external aiding, but the formation of the ionosphere-free combination
exacerbates pseudorange noise, including any biases due to tracking of multipath signals. Compensating
for ionospheric delay with the aid of an ionosphere model is applicable to both single- and multi-frequency
receivers. It relies on accurate delay modeling based on ionospheric measurements at permanent GNSS
reference stations, such as those that form the IGS network. While both methods have their merits,
the analysis in this section considers corrections from an ionospheric model, and thus will not be relevant
to applications where the ionosphere-free combination is applied. Note that those applications would
likely experience worse multipath errors than the ones presented later, requiring a separate multipath
analysis along the lines of Section 3.3.5.

Ionospheric model accuracy was studied comprehensively in [15]. The method in [15] generates
unambiguous carrier-phase measurements from a global distribution of permanent receivers to compute
the true slant total electronic content (STEC) for each satellite, and compares the model prediction for
a number of models with the ground truth. In [41], the same authors compared PPP convergence times
when applying different ionospheric correction models. This section extends the analysis in [15,41] to
examine whether there exist long-term position-domain biases in enhanced code-phase positioning.

The post-fit residuals for multiple regional and global ionospheric models, computed as described
in [15], were graciously made available by the same authors for the year 2014. These residuals were
computed for GPS signals as observed at about 150 reference stations around the globe at 5 min intervals.

To observe the position-domain effect of the ionospheric modeling errors in isolation, this section
neglects all other error sources, reducing the linearized measurement model in (3) to

z = Hx + Ĩ.

Historical GPS satellite almanacs can be combined with the timestamps from the residuals data to
obtain the measurement sensitivity matrix H at each epoch for each station. With an elevation-dependent
measurement covariance matrix R, the error in the weighted least-squares solution due to errors in
ionospheric modeling is
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x̂− x =
(

HT R−1H
)−1

HT R−1 Ĩ.

Figure 1 summarizes the results for ionospheric corrections obtained from the IGS global ionospheric
map (GIM). Each of the arrows in Figure 1 points in the direction of the position bias in the east-north plane,
as estimated over 12 months of data from 2014 (more than 800,000 samples per station). The magnitude
of the horizontal position bias is depicted by the color of the arrow according to the scale shown on the
right. Interestingly, there is a clear trend of southward bias in the position error for most stations in the
northern hemisphere, and a mild trend of northward bias in the position error for stations in the southern
hemisphere. A numerical summary of the IGS GIM position bias is presented in Table 1, along with a
similar analysis for the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) ionospheric corrections available for the
contiguous United States (CONUS) region. As reported in [15], the WAAS model was found to exhibit a
significantly smaller RMS error in ionosphere TEC estimates when compared to the IGS GIM; however the
long-term position bias due to WAAS corrections is similar to or worse than those for the IGS model.
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Figure 1. Direction and magnitude (the latter represented by color, in meters) of the long-term average
horizontal position error due to errors in the delay estimates provided by the IGS GIM. Note that the
meridians are curved outwards due to projection of the spherical map, and that arrows parallel to the
curved meridians point directly south or north.

Another global ionospheric model, the Fast PPP model [41], was also studied as above. Fast PPP
natively models the ionosphere as a two-layered shell, but is also made available in the standard one-layer
IONEX (ionosphere-map exchange) format [15] for dissemination. The results presented in Table 1
represent the IONEX version of Fast PPP. In comparison with the IGS corrections, it is clear that the Fast
PPP IONEX GIM corrections result in substantially unbiased long-term position errors at the global test
locations. However, it must be conceded that the results in Table 1 are best-case results, as they are based
on data from the same permanent reference stations used to constrain the model.
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Table 1. Long-term average position error due to ionospheric model errors (φ denotes station latitude).
IGS: International Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Service; PPP: precise point positioning;
WAAS: Wide Area Augmentation System; CONUS: contiguous United States; IONEX: ionosphere-map
exchange format.

Ionosphere Model Region East (m) North (m) Up (m)

IGS
φ ≥ 30◦ 0.0107 −0.2129 0.6733

30◦ > φ >−30◦ −0.0651 −0.0692 1.5467
φ ≤−30◦ 0.0237 0.2450 0.3355

WAAS CONUS −0.0048 −0.2916 −0.1248

Fast PPP IONEX
φ ≥ 30◦ −0.0042 −0.0099 −0.0122

30◦ > φ >−30◦ −0.0390 0.0013 −0.3053
φ ≤−30◦ −0.0325 −0.0087 0.0309

To understand the reason behind the systematic biases with IGS corrections, note that any ionospheric
modeling bias that identically affects all satellites does not have any impact on the accuracy of the GNSS
position solution, as this common error is absorbed in δ̂tR. Rather, position-domain biases arise from the
azimuthal- and elevation-dependence of ionosphere model errors. From analysis of the spatial distribution
of post-fit residuals, it was found that appreciable azimuthal and elevation residual gradients persist in the
IGS ionospheric corrections. These gradients are represented graphically in Figure 2 for one representative
station from the northern hemisphere (station code: EUSK, latitude: 50◦40′26.87′′, longitude: 6◦45′48.72′′)
and one representative station from the southern hemisphere (station code: VACS, latitude: -20◦17′48.47′′,
longitude: 57◦29′13.79′′). The post-fit residuals are binned in azimuth and elevation and the average value
in each bin is denoted by the color of the representing disc. The size of the disc denotes the number of
samples of post-fit residuals available in each bin. Due to the inclination angle of the GPS satellite orbits,
the angular distribution of satellites at any given latitude is non-uniform.
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Figure 2. Azimuth and elevation dependence of post-fit IGS global ionospheric map (GIM) residuals.
(a) A representative station from the northern hemisphere. (b) A representative station from the southern
hemisphere. The average residual error (in TECU) is denoted by the color of the disc. The size of the disc
indicates the number of samples of post-fit residuals available in each bin.
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From Figure 2, it is clear that the elevation gradients in the ionospheric residuals are pronounced.
A subtle azimuthal gradient also exists, mainly along the north-south direction. Such spatial non-uniformity,
coupled with the non-uniform satellite angular distribution, may be the reason for the observed persistent
position biases. While the elevation gradients are consistent for stations at all locations, the azimuthal
gradients appear to invert along the north-south direction between the northern and southern hemisphere.
This is likely the reason for the opposite direction of the average horizontal position bias in the northern
and southern hemispheres.

Such persistent position-domain biases due to inaccurate ionospheric modeling have not been
previously reported in the literature, and are a rather remarkable result. While some single-frequency PPP
(SF-PPP) techniques eliminate the ionospheric delays based on the GRAPHIC combination [42], many other
techniques that rely solely on ionospheric corrections from GIMs have been shown to achieve 30 cm 95%
accuracy in the east-north plane after convergence, with sub-10-cm bias [43], seemingly contradicting the
results here. The key difference is that the SF-PPP methods involve estimation of a float carrier ambiguity
term for each satellite arc. A portion of the systematic biases in the GIM estimates is likely absorbed in
these states of the estimator, thereby attenuating the position biases in the east-north plane. For instance,
the SF-PPP technique in [43] is based on the phase-adjusted pseudorange algorithm [44], wherein the
ambiguity term for each satellite, physically an unknown constant, is in fact iteratively estimated with
small but non-zero process noise. In such an estimator, the ambiguity term can absorb slowly time-varying
systematic biases. In other SF-PPP techniques, the ionospheric correction term is explicitly included as
a state to be estimated, and the estimates from GIM are applied as pseudo-observations [45,46]. Once again,
decimeter-level biases in the GIM estimates of the ionospheric delay may not necessarily appear in the
final reported position accuracy of the SF-PPP method. Of course, such absorption of biases in augmented
states is not undesirable. However, for the case of urban vehicular positioning, convergence of SF-PPP
is a concern due to carrier phase cycle slipping, as discussed earlier. In an enhanced code-phase-based
receiver, the high variance of the code noise leads to poor observability of the decimeter-level horizontal
position bias due to ionospheric modeling errors. Thus, ionospheric biases are not often estimated in
a code-phase-based GNSS estimator.

Another factor of note is that 2014 was a maximum in the 11-year solar activity cycle, and thus the
IGS GIM accuracy may have been worse than usual over this period of time.

In conclusion, persistent decimeter-level biases in the east-north plane and meter-level biases in the
vertical direction can arise when ionospheric delay corrections are sourced from the IGS GIM, or similar,
even under ideal open-sky conditions. More advanced models of the ionosphere with more accurate
slant TEC measurements may achieve better results. Elimination of the ionospheric delay based on the
ionosphere-free combination is another option, but tends to worsen multipath-induced position errors.
If corrections from some ionosphere model lead to unbiased position errors, then for globally-referencing
digital maps by averaging GNSS measurements over many sessions it is advisable to avoid the combination
of multi-frequency signals.

3.3.4. Tropospheric Modeling Errors

In the troposphere, or more generally the neutral atmosphere, the index of refraction departs from
unity much less than in ionosphere at GNSS frequencies, causing a delay of ∼2.4 m at zenith. The index of
refraction in the troposphere is non-dispersive, and thus cannot be estimated using multiple-frequency
signals. The tropospheric delay is obtained from models of the climatological parameters (temperature,
pressure, and water vapor pressure) along the propagation path.

State-of-the-art tropospheric models [16] fit a small number of location- and day-of-year-dependent
coefficients to climatological data from numerical weather models (NWMs) to model the zenith
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tropospheric delay. The zenith delay is mapped to any elevation angle using mapping functions [47].
Similar to the ionospheric models, the tropospheric mapping functions may introduce a differential
azimuth- and elevation-dependent error. For empirically-derived mapping functions such as VMF1 [47]
and GMF [48], the mean error at lowest elevation of 5◦ has been shown to be under 50 mm (this value is
typically reported as 10 mm station height error, which is approximately one-fifth of the delay error at
lowest elevation [47]). As a result, this paper assumes that time-averaged tropospheric model errors would
introduce sub-5-cm errors in the position domain, and would thus not impede asymptotically accurate
collaborative mapping in both horizontal and vertical components at the several-decimeters level.

3.3.5. Multipath Error

In ideal circumstances, each signal received from an overhead satellite arrives only along the
least-time path. In practice, however, this so-called line-of-sight (LOS) component is accompanied by
other components due to signal diffraction and single- or multiple-signal reflections off surrounding
surfaces and obstacles (e.g., the glass facade of a nearby building, poles, trees, etc.). The complex baseband
representation of the N signal components received from a particular satellite at a particular frequency
and code is

r(t) =
N−1

∑
i=0

Ai(t)C[t− τi(t)] exp[jθi(t)],

where Ai is the amplitude of the ith component, C(t) is the GNSS code modulation, τi(t) is the delay of
the ith signal component relative to an unobstructed LOS signal, and θi(t) is the beat carrier phase of the
ith component. The combination of multiple components distorts the received signal and causes errors in
the pseudorange and phase measurements.

Unlike the study of ionospheric modeling errors, for application in urban mapping, multipath
errors cannot be characterized with data from survey stations with a clear view of the sky. This section
considers a simulation approach for scalable analysis of multipath tracking errors in an urban environment.
The objective of this study was to inspect the presence of persistent biases caused by multipath due to the
surrounding structure in the navigation solution averaged over multiple sessions

Scenario Setup

The present simulation study was based on the open-access Land Mobile Satellite Channel Model
(LMSCM) [49], itself based on extensive experimentation with a wideband airborne transmitter at GNSS
frequencies in urban and suburban environments. First, an urban corridor was simulated stochastically
following the procedure described in [50]. The corridor was composed of buildings, trees, and poles.
Some of the important parameters for the generation of the scene are summarized in Table 2, and a
part of the scene realization is shown in Figure 3. Multi-GNSS satellite trajectories were generated at
randomly-selected times based on GPS and Galileo satellite almanac data. An average of 25 satellites were
available above an elevation mask of 5◦, consistent with modern multi-GNSS receivers. The satellites were
assumed to be stationary over the simulation period of 60 s. Navigation solution errors were computed
over 1000 60-s sessions.
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Table 2. Some urban scenario parameters.

Distance from road center to buildings 24 m Distance from road center to vehicle 5 m
Mean distance between road center and trees 20 m Antenna height 2 m
Mean building width 30 m Building width standard deviation 25 m
Mean building height 40 m Building height standard deviation 20 m
Probability of gap between buildings 0.5 Mean gap width 30 m
Mean distance between trees 60 m Mean distance between poles 25 m
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Figure 3. Initial segment of the simulated urban corridor. Red lines across the road denote the positions
where the vehicle is momentarily stopped.

The vehicle trajectory was kept consistent across all 1000 driving sessions to avoid decorrelation of
multipath error due to variable receiver motion. The trajectory was parametrized by its speed and heading,
as described in [50]. The vehicle started at the zero coordinate on the along-track axis, and traveled in the
positive direction, which was assumed to be aligned with the local north. The simulated trajectory was
60 s long and simulated a vehicle in stop-and-go traffic executing one 90◦ right turn, as shown in Figure 4.
The vehicle traveled roughly 430 m and faced eastwards at the end of the trajectory. The three low-speed
intervals, marked with red line segments in Figure 3, are expected to present severe multipath effects since
multipath errors decorrelate slowly, and thus tend to reinforce one another within the navigation filter,
when the vehicle moves slowly.
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Figure 4. Vehicle speed (solid line) and heading (dashed line) simulating stop-and-go motion with a 90◦

right turn.

Multipath Simulation

The LMSCM generates power, delay, and carrier phase for N LOS and echo signals. The interaction
of the LOS with the simulated obstacles is governed by deterministic models for attenuation, diffraction,
and delay. The LOS components of the combined signal, denoted rLOS(t), may be composed of multiple
components due to signal diffraction. These components are modeled as

rLOS(t) =
NLOS−1

∑
i=0

Ai(t)C[t− τi(t)] exp[jθi(t)].

In the special case of an unobstructed LOS signal, NLOS = 1, A0(t) = 1, τ0(t) = 0, and

θ0(t) =
‖rR(t)− rS(t)‖ · 2π

λ
+ γ0,

where λ denotes the wavelength and γ0 is a constant due to phase initialization in the satellite and
receiver [51].

The LMSCM generates the N − NLOS NLOS echoes stochastically based on satellite azimuth and
elevation, receiver dynamics, and general characteristics of the scene (e.g., an urban car scenario).
This stochastic procedure might not be representative of multipath over multiple sessions through the
same urban corridor, where certain echoes might persist over different sessions. To address this limitation,
the LMSCM was augmented by the present authors to generate one- and two-bounce deterministic
reflective NLOS echoes off the simulated buildings, and a one-bounce NLOS echo off the ground surface.
These three additional reflective NLOS echoes, denoted rDET(t), were added to r(t) and are modeled as

rDET(t) =
N+2

∑
i=N

bi(t)Ai(t)C[t− τi(t)] exp
[
j
(
θi(t) + θ′i(t)

)]
,

where bi(t) ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether the surrounding geometry supports the reflective echo. Since
these reflections are expected to be the stronger than other diffracted and multiple-bounce NLOS echoes,
the amplitudes Ai(t), i ∈ {N, N + 2} for reflective echoes were drawn from the distribution of the strongest
echo generated stochastically by the LMSCM at each epoch. By experiment, this distribution was found
to be log-normal with 20 log10(Ai) ∼ N (−22, 5), i ∈ {N, N + 2}. The delays for the reflective echoes are
given as

τi(t) =
‖r′R(t)− rS(t)‖ − ‖rR(t)− rS(t)‖

c
, i ∈ {N, N + 2},
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where r′R(t) is the position of the imaginary image antenna [52] about the reflecting plane (building or
ground). Similarly, the carrier-phase of the reflective echoes is computed geometrically as

θi(t) =
‖r′R(t)− rS(t)‖ · 2π

λ
+ γ0, i ∈ {N, N + 2}.

A random carrier-phase offset θ′i(t) ∈ [0, 2π) was added at the reflection point every time a new reflective
echo was spawned to simulate the material-specific phase offset introduced by the reflection process.

Receiver

A receiver simulator was developed to account for the mediating effects that a receiver’s tracking
loops and navigation filter have on multipath-induced position errors in a receiver’s reported position
solution. The simulated receiver tracks the combination of all NLOS line-of-sight signals and N + 2− NLOS
multipath echoes for a given signal. If R(τ) denotes the correlation function of the GNSS signal’s spreading
code, then the multipath delay error in the tracked code phase, relative to unobstructed LOS, is given as
the solution to [52]

0 = Scoh(τ) =
N+2

∑
i=0

Ai cos(θi − θc)

×
[

R
(

τ − τi +
d
2

)
− R

(
τ − τi −

d
2

)]
,

where θc is the tracked carrier-phase of the combined signal:

θc = atan2

(
N+2

∑
i=0

AiR(τc − τi) sin(θi),
N+2

∑
i=0

AiR(τc − τi) cos(θi)

)
.

The paramter d is the early-to-late correlator spacing in the receiver. It is well-known that a wide-bandwidth
receiver with narrow correlator spacing mitigates the effect of multipath [52]. To this end, the receiver
considered in this simulation implements d = 0.1. It must be mentioned that R(τ) was implemented as the
correlation function for GPS L1 C/A identically for all the simulated signals. Modernized GNSS signals
have better multipath mitigation characteristics [11], but this behavior was not included in the simulation.

Another important observation is that when the LOS signal is strong as compared to the echo signals,
the time derivative of the tracked carrier-phase is equal to the Doppler frequency of the LOS signal,
which changes smoothly in accordance with the motion between the satellite and the receiver. However,
when the LOS signal is comparable to or weaker than other rapidly-decorrelating echoes, the combined
carrier-phase is uniformly random. In a GNSS receiver, the phase lock loop’s phase-lock indicator indicates
whether a sufficiently strong LOS signal is available, enabling carrier lock [6]. The simulator’s phase-lock
indicator is asserted only if (1) the tracked Doppler frequency does not deviate significantly from a
second-order polynomial, and (2) the strongest received echo is attenuated by more than 25 dB with
respect to an unattenuated signal.

Navigation Filter

At each epoch, nz multipath-free, ionosphere-free, and troposphere-free simulated pseudorange
measurements were combined with corresponding simulated multipath tracking delay errors and fed to
a navigation filter that estimates the receiver state. The navigation filter implemented in this paper is an
extended Kalman filter (EKF) with a nearly constant velocity motion model following [53]. The standard
details of the EKF are omitted for brevity.
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The effect of multipath tracking on the navigation solution is strongly dependent on the receiver’s
multipath rejection scheme. Two schemes are explored here. The first is a hypothetical ideal multipath
rejection scheme that excludes all signals for which the LOS signal has a smaller-than-10-dB advantage
over its multipath echoes. The second scheme implements a normalized innovation squared (NIS) test to
reject multipath signals based on measurement innovations [53]. At the (k + 1)th measurement update
step, the difference between the predicted and observed measurement vector, called the innovation and
denoted ν(k + 1), is squared and normalized by its covariance, which is the sum of the measurement
covariance matrix, R(k + 1), and the propagated state covariance transformed through the measurement
sensitivity matrix, H(k + 1)P(k + 1|k)H(k + 1)T . In the absence of multipath tracking errors, the resulting
NIS statistic is chi-squared distributed with nz degrees of freedom. If the NIS statistic exceeds a chosen
threshold, then the signal with the largest normalized innovation is dropped. This continues until the NIS
statistic falls below the threshold or the number of remaining signals drops to a preset minimum number
of required signals.

Simulation Results

Figure 5 shows the mean position error in the east, north, and up directions over 1000 sessions for
the two multipath rejection schemes mentioned previously. From Figure 5a, it can be seen that sub-20 cm
average error is achievable with hypothetical ideal multipath exclusion. A closer look at Figures 4 and 5a
reveals that the decimeter-level sinusoidal position error trend, initially in the north direction and later
in the east direction, in fact corresponds with the along-track accelerations of the vehicle that were not
adequately tracked by the nearly-constant-velocity-model-based navigation filter.
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Figure 5. Mean position error in the east-north-up (ENU) frame over 1000 sessions due to multipath.
(a) Ideal multipath exclusion. (b) Normalized innovation statistic (NIS)-based multipath exclusion.
The black, gray, and dashed-black lines represent the error in the east, north, and up directions, respectively.
The up error in the bottom panel reached a maximum magnitude of 1.75 m.
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Figure 5b shows that the NIS test based exclusion of signals was able to approach the performance of
ideal exclusion in the horizontal plane, save for the first stationary period where the vehicle was moving at
low speed between buildings on both sides. The average vertical position error was much worse, growing
as large as 1.75 m in magnitude.

To determine whether the average errors shown in Figure 5 are in fact persistent biases, a study of
the standard deviation of position errors was conducted. The standard deviation of the average errors
in east, north, and up directions was computed for disjoint averaging ensembles of size 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
50, and 100 sessions taken from the total of 1000 simulated sessions. For instance, 125 disjoint ensembles
of eight sessions were selected, and the position errors were averaged over the eight sessions in each set.
The standard deviation of the eight-session-averaged errors was then computed across the 125 ensembles.
In the case of an averaging ensemble with only a single session (i.e., no averaging), the computed standard
deviation is simply the measured standard deviation of the position error across all 1000 simulated runs.
In the case of averaging over 100 sessions, the standard deviation is computed based on 10 disjoint
averaging ensembles of 100 sessions each.

Note that because the simulation study was based on the same 1000 simulations for all averaging
ensembles, the east, north, and up means taken across all averaging ensembles are equivalent to those
shown in Figure 5. The more interesting trend is the decreasing standard deviation with increasing size of
the averaging ensemble, as shown in Figure 6 for the case of NIS-based multipath rejection and for the east
and north error components. As expected, the standard deviation of errors was higher at locations where
the vehicle moved at low speed and multipath decorrelated slowly. Additionally, the standard deviation
was larger at the beginning of the trajectory where the street was lined with tall buildings on both sides.
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Figure 6. Standard deviation of average position error in east and north directions for NIS-based multipath
exclusion as a function of the number of sessions over which the errors are averaged. Top panel: standard
deviation in the east direction. Bottom panel: standard deviation in the north direction.
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The standard deviation of the average east and north position error over 100 sessions was bounded
below 15–20 cm. Thus, it is highly likely that the ∼40-cm error in the north direction between 15–20 s in
Figure 5b is in fact a persistent non-zero bias.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the multipath simulation study. It shows the 95-percentile horizontal
error magnitude for increasing averaging ensemble sizes and for both ideal and NIS-based multipath
exclusion. The 0–60 s average case lists the 95-percentile error over the entire trajectory, whereas the
13–19 s average case lists the 95-percentile error in the worst-case segment of the trajectory in terms of
horizontal position bias and standard deviation. This challenging segment is illustrative of persistent
problem spots that will arise in urban areas, within which multipath-induced biases will be larger than
average. As expected, the 95-percentile error in Table 3 shrank as the averaging ensemble size became
larger. For the urban corridor and vehicle dynamics considered in this simulation, NIS-based exclusion
achieved 35 cm 95-percentile horizontal error with averaging over 100 sessions. Even in the worst-case
region of the trajectory, the 95-percentile horizontal error remained below 50 cm. As multipath exclusion
approaches the ideal case, with aid from other sensors or a 3D model of the surroundings, for example, the
95-percentile horizontal error could be reduced to as low as 25 cm for the simulated corridor.

Table 3. 95-percentile horizontal errors.

Averaging Ensemble Size: 1 2 4 8 16 32 50 100

Ideal 0–60 s average (m) 1.5910 1.1262 0.7902 0.5488 0.4078 0.3090 0.2696 0.2147
13–19 s average (m) 2.5925 1.7809 1.2136 0.8927 0.6416 0.4145 0.3544 0.2609

NIS 0–60 s average (m) 1.7851 1.2795 0.9245 0.6588 0.5169 0.4175 0.3920 0.3526
13–19 s average (m) 3.1217 2.1953 1.5467 1.1720 0.8456 0.6470 0.5950 0.4702

From the Section 3.3.3’s analysis of asymptotic ionospheric errors, and from this section’s multipath
simulation study, one can draw the following conclusion: so long as the asymptotic horizontal position
errors of the ionosphere corrections are below 5 cm, as is true for the Fast-PPP model, and assuming
statistical independence of ionospheric and multipath errors, it appears feasible to achieve 50-cm horizontal
positioning accuracy at approximately 95% by averaging over 100 mapping sessions.

4. Globally-Referenced Electro-Optical SLAM (GEOSLAM)

This section describes a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) pipeline capable
of globally-referenced collaborative multi-session digital mapping. The pipeline combines visual
measurements from a stereo visible-light camera system with position measurements from GNSS
signals. The objective of this pipeline is to demonstrate the development of an accurate digital map
based on multiple mapping sessions with standard GNSS position estimates. The following sections detail
the visual SLAM pipeline, the integration of GNSS measurements, and the techniques for multi-session
mapping developed in GEOSLAM.

4.1. Visual SLAM

The visual SLAM component of GEOSLAM is similar to existing high-performance SLAM pipelines
developed in the robotics community [54–56]. Visual SLAM algorithms may be categorized as either
sparse or dense. Sparse visual SLAM algorithms [54,55] create a map of distinctive features such as
corners or edges in the scene, while dense SLAM algorithms [56] map the depth for each pixel in the
captured frames. The point cloud generated by sparse SLAM algorithms is sufficient for the purpose
of localization. Dense reconstruction is appealing to the human eye, but does not provide any tangible
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benefit to localization, while consuming much more computational resources. As a result, GEOSLAM
implements sparse feature-point-based SLAM.

In [57] it was shown that for the visual SLAM problem, structure-from-motion BA (batch non-linear
optimization) outperforms filtering techniques such as the extended Kalman filter, yielding higher accuracy
per unit of computing time. It was also noted that having a high number of features points per image
frame provides better accuracy than having a large number of frames with fewer feature points per frame.
Thus, in typical practice, only a select subset of frames among those captured is retained for processing;
frames in this subset are called keyframes. Most recent state-of-the-art visual SLAM algorithms use a
keyframe-based BA approach instead of sequential filtering. Likewise, GEOSLAM performs BA-based
non-linear optimization to refine both structure and motion.

Figure 7 shows a block diagram representation of the system architecture proposed in this paper.
The yellow-colored blocks in this figure are components of the GEOSLAM pipeline, detailed next.
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Figure 7. Globally-referenced electro-optical simultaneous localization and mapping (GEOSLAM) block
diagram. BA: bundle adjustment.

By way of notation, let
zlr

nm ,
(

ul
nm, vl

nm, ur
nm

)
denote the image plane location of the stereo-matched feature matched to the mth map point, pm, in the nth
stereo keyframe, Kn. The horizontal and vertical coordinates are denoted u and v, respectively, while the
superscripts l and r denote the left and right camera frames, respectively. Note that the feature location
is specified by only three coordinates. The vertical feature coordinate in the right camera frame, vr

nm,
is omitted because for an undistorted and rectified camera model it must hold that vl

nm = vr
nm, making one

of the coordinates redundant. If pm is not matched to any feature in Kn, then let zlr
nm = ∅. Furthermore, let

Mn =
{

m : zlr
nm 6= ∅

}
denote the set of indices of all map points matched to some feature in Kn. In the visual SLAM literature,
the covisibility window of keyframe Ki is defined as the set of keyframes that share at least T map points
with Ki. Mathematically, the covisibility window of keyframe Ki is the set of keyframes with indices

cov(i) , {n : |Mn ∩Mi| > T},

where |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A. The covisibility window determines the keyframes to
be optimized in a windowed BA. The visibility of common points is regarded as a proxy for correlation
between the structure-from-motion states. However, in a sensor fusion architecture, the states for other
sensors (e.g., GNSS) may be spatially correlated beyond the covisibility window. Furthermore, other
sensors may experience outages that extend beyond the covisibility window. In such a scenario, it would
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be desirable to optimize over a batch of keyframes that span the availability gap. Accordingly, GEOSLAM
extends the concept of covisibility to N levels as

cov(i, N) ,


{

n : |Mn ∩
(
∪k∈cov(i,N−1)Mk

)
| > T

}
N > 1,

{n : |Mn ∩Mi| > T} N = 1.

When processing Ki, GEOSLAM’s objective is to estimate the map point 3D locations xSpm ∈ R3 and

keyframe poses
(

xSCn
, θSCn

)
∈
(
R3,R3) in the N-level covisibility window for the ith keyframe, where S

stands for the local SLAM frame, Cn is the left camera coordinate frame associated with Kn, and θSCn
is the

angle-axis representation of the keyframe orientation. The state vector to be estimated is represented as

Xi ,
[{(

xSCn
, θSCn

)
: n ∈ cov(i, N)

}
,
{

xSpm : m ∈ ∪k∈cov(i,N)Mk

}]T
, (4)

where the two sets on the right-hand side are arranged as a concatenation of row vectors so that Xi becomes
a column vector.

When triggered by the GNSS front end, the camera setup captures a pair, denoted I lr
i , of concurrent

images from the left and right cameras, where the subscript denotes that the current pair is a candidate
to be the ith stereo keyframe Ki. The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the stereo camera setup are
assumed to have been calibrated a priori. The stereo image pair is then undistorted and rectified according
to the given calibration, and SIFT features are detected and computed separately for each image [58].
SIFT feature matching is performed between the left and right image with the additional constraint that
matching features must have approximately the same vertical coordinate to within a few pixels. The set of
stereo feature measurements for I lr

i , f lr
i , and the set of feature descriptors as computed in the left image,

dl
i , are passed on to the tracking module.

The tracking module has access to the 3D map point positions within Xi and to the set of SIFT
descriptors, Dmap

i , corresponding to the map points expected to be seen in the candidate keyframe I lr
i .

The tracker performs directed matching of the features between the stereo image and the map. First,
a quick feature matching is performed using the Fast Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search Library
(FLANN) [59]. With sufficient matches, an initial approximation of the current camera pose is obtained
using the five-point algorithm wrapped in random sample consensus (RANSAC) iterations. With this
approximate pose, an iteration of exhaustive nearest neighbor search is performed for each map point
potentially in view of the camera, but only within a small window of its projected position on the image
plane. Subsequently, RANSAC iterations are performed on the full set of feature matches to remove any
remaining outliers, and a motion-only BA is performed wherein the current camera pose is optimized
based on the feature matches to a fixed set of 3D map points.

After tracking the stereo image pair as described above, GEOSLAM decides whether or not the
candidate keyframe I lr

i must be selected as a keyframe. This decision is made based on the number of map
points that were matched to the image features, and the distance traveled by the platform since the last
keyframe was chosen. New keyframes are not spawned if the platform is nearly stationary. If the platform
is in motion, and the number of feature matches to the map drops below a threshold, then the candidate
keyframe I lr

i is chosen as keyframe Ki, windowed BA is performed over N levels of covisibility, and the
unmatched stereo features in Ki are spawned as new map points. Additionally, if I lr

i is selected to be

Ki, then the set of measurements from the features matched to the map, denoted zlr
i ,

{
zlr

im : m ∈ Mi

}
,

along with their SIFT descriptors, are passed on to the map module for storage, future feature matching,
and processing in the windowed BA routine.
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In a visual-only SLAM system, the state vector Xi is optimized with respect to the measurement
vector Zi, defined as

Zi ,
[{

zlr
n : n ∈ cov(i, N)

}]T
.

The windowed BA routine in GEOSLAM minimizes the 3D-to-2D reprojection error. The error term
enm for observation of map point pm in the stereo keyframe Kn is given as

enm = zlr
nm −Π

(
xSpm , xSCn

, θSCn

)
,

where Π is the projection function for an undistorted and rectified stereo camera

Π
(

xSpm , xSCn
, θSCn

)
=

 f xnm
znm

+ cu

f ynm
znm

+ cv

f xnm
znm

+ cu − b f

,

[xnm, ynm, znm]
T = R

(
θSCn

)T(
xSpm − xSCn

)
,

in which R(·) denotes the rotation matrix corresponding to the argument angle-axis vector, and f , (cu, cv),
and b are the focal length, the principal point, and the baseline distance between the left and right cameras
of the rectified stereo camera model, respectively. The cost function to be minimized for visual SLAM is
given as

Ci = ∑
n∈cov(i,N)

∑
m∈Mn

ρ
(

eT
nmΩ−1

nmenm

)
,

where ρ may be the standard least squares cost function ρ(·) = (·) or a more robust cost function such as the
Huber or Tukey cost functions, and where Ωnm = σ2

nm I3×3 is the covariance of the feature measurements.
GEOSLAM performs BA minimization via Google’s ceres-solver. The automatic differentiation

feature of ceres-solver is used to compute the Jacobian for the measurement model.
An important feature of the GEOSLAM visual pipeline is the ability to merge maps from multiple

mapping sessions. This is embodied in an algorithm similar to the loop closure technique from the visual
SLAM literature [60]. Map merging is described in detail in Section 4.3.2.

4.2. GNSS Aiding

Conventional visual SLAM algorithms are known to drift from the true platform trajectory as
a function of the distance traveled by the platform. Furthermore, the map of the structure is created
in the arbitrary S frame. Such a map cannot be intelligibly shared with another mapping agent having
a different S frame. Meanwhile, GNSS position estimates are obtained in the global G frame and do not
exhibit any distance-dependent drift. Accordingly, GEOSLAM ingests standard GNSS position estimates
from a software-defined GNSS receiver, called GRID/pprx [6,61], in a tightly-coupled architecture to create
a globally-referenced map, enable cooperative multi-session mapping, and constrain the drift of visual
SLAM. Since the stereo camera setup is triggered by the same clock that drives digitization of the GNSS
samples (see Figure 7), it is possible to produce GNSS measurements synchronized with the camera image
epochs. This section details the various coordinate frames in GNSS-aided visual SLAM, the updated BA
cost function, and an initialization routine required to enable GNSS aiding in SLAM.
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4.2.1. Coordinate Frames

The GNSS-aided visual SLAM system has three coordinate frames of interest: the Ki camera frame Ci,
the local SLAM frame S , and the global frame G. The SLAM frame S adopts the position and orientation
of the first keyframe prior to optimization as its origin and orientation. Thus, S is fixed relative to G, but
each Ci changes relative to G as the platform moves.

Note that the structure-from-motion states in Equation (4) are represented in the S frame, whereas
the Knth keyframe’s corresponding GNSS measurement, denoted zGAn

∈ R3, is natively represented in the
G frame. The latter is transformed to the S frame through an unknown but fixed rotation, RSG ∈ SO(3),
and translation, tSG ∈ R3. This transformation is estimated at initialization as explained in Section 4.2.2.
After initialization, zGAn

is rendered in S as

zSAn
= RSGzGAn

+ tSG .

GEOSLAM estimates the 6-DoF pose of the left camera, but the GNSS antenna phase center is not
co-located with the camera center; rather, it is offset from the camera center by a fixed vector (same for
all n) in Cn denoted, tCn

An
∈ R3. Thus, the error term associated with the GNSS position estimate for Kn is

given as
eAn = zSAn

−
(

xSCn
+ R

(
θSCn

)
tCn
An

)
.

Under the assumption of temporally-uncorrelated GNSS errors, the updated BA cost function to be
minimized is

Ci = ∑
n∈cov(i,N)

[
∑

m∈Mn

ρ
(

eT
nmΩ−1

nmenm

)
+ eT
An

Γ−1
n eAn

]
,

where Γn = RSGΓ′n
(

RSG
)T and Γ′n is the covariance matrix of the GNSS position estimate associated with Kn,

expressed in G.

4.2.2. Initialization in GNSS-Aided SLAM

When initializing, GEOSLAM performs visual-only SLAM for the first Ni keyframes in the S frame,
and stores the GNSS position measurements of the antenna provided in the G frame. Subsequently,
GEOSLAM finds the least-squares Euclidean transformation to obtain the optimal rotation matrix RSG and
translation vector tSG between the two coordinate systems from the set of vector observations. Note that
a full similarity transformation is not required since the known stereo baseline renders the S frame with
correct scaling. The estimated Euclidean transformation minimizes the squared difference between the
transformed GNSS measurements in S and the visual SLAM predicted trajectory of the GNSS antenna,
also in S . The specific method used to estimate the transformation is based on SVD decomposition as
discussed in [62].

(
RSG , tSG

)
= arg min

R∈SO(3),t∈R3

Ni

∑
n=1

∥∥∥(RzGAn
+ t
)
−
(

xSCn
+ R

(
θSCn

)
tCn
An

)∥∥∥2
(5)

It must be noted that this transformation need only be approximately correct such that the GNSS
estimates, used as measurements, will not diverge with respect to the visually-derived trajectory. Because
the jointly estimated trajectory in S gets transformed back to G using the same approximate transformation,
any errors in the transformation are cancelled.
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4.3. Multi-Session Mapping

Refinement of the visual feature map over multiple sessions with time-separated GNSS measurements
is central to the idea of approaching the accuracy limit of mapping with standard GNSS. Consider a vehicle
revisiting an area mapped previously in one or more sessions. When GEOSLAM matches greater than
T features in the current keyframe to the features already present in the prior map, the keyframes from
the previous sessions in that section of the map are included in the covisibility window of the current
keyframe. After such a merge is detected and verified, a BA may be performed on the covisible keyframes
from multiple sessions to average time-separated standard GNSS errors. It is important to note that
multi-session mapping can only be realized when sufficient feature matches are found between multiple
sessions. This is not a straightforward task, as evidenced by recent efforts on lifelong feature mapping
efforts [63]. This issue is further discussed in Section 5. In the current section, multi-session map database
management and map merging are discussed.

4.3.1. Map Database

Storage and reuse of maps is a pre-requisite for multi-session mapping. For a given session, the SLAM
map is created in the S frame. However, such a map is not readily usable in successive mapping sessions
since the S frame is distinct for each session. Fortunately, the integration of visual SLAM with GNSS
enables transformation of the SLAM map in to the G frame.

At the end of the pth mapping session in the local frame Sp, GEOSLAM stores the data to a map

database after applying the
(

R
Sp
G , t

Sp
G

)
transformation, as estimated during initialization for the pth session,

to all map point positions, all keyframe poses, and all GNSS measurements associated with each keyframe:

xGCn
=
(

R
Sp
G

)T(
x
Sp
Cn
− t
Sp
G

)
; R

(
θGCn

)
=
(

R
Sp
G

)T
R
(

θ
Sp
Cn

)
,

xGpm =
(

R
Sp
G

)T(
x
Sp
pm − t

Sp
G

)
,

zGCn
=
(

R
Sp
G

)T(
z
Sp
Cn
− t
Sp
G

)
.

At the beginning of the (p + 1)th session, GEOSLAM again estimates the
(

R
Sp+1
G , t

Sp+1
G

)
transformation during initialization. The map database from previous session(s) is then loaded
after applying the transformation for the p + 1 session, such that the prior map points, keyframes,
and measurements are rendered in the Sp+1 frame:

x
Sp+1
Cn

= R
Sp+1
G xGCn

+ t
Sp+1
G ; R

(
θ
Sp+1
Cn

)
=
(

R
Sp+1
G

)
R
(

θGCn

)
,

x
Sp+1
pm = R

Sp+1
G xGpm + t

Sp+1
G ,

z
Sp+1
Cn

= R
Sp+1
G zGCn

+ t
Sp+1
G .

After loading the prior map, the standard GEOSLAM pipeline is executed for each stereo image pair
in the (p + 1)th session. In addition, GEOSLAM attempts to detect if the vehicle is currently passing
through a previously-mapped region. If so, a map merge is declared and the current and prior keyframes
are jointly optimized, as detailed in Section 4.3.2. Finally, at the end of the mapping session, the combined
map is stored back in the database as described before.
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4.3.2. Map Merging

As mentioned before, the matching of feature points across multiple sessions is central to the idea
of averaging standard GNSS errors. Once sufficiently many features are matched between the current
stereo keyframes and prior map points, GEOSLAM declares a map merging event. This is akin to the
well-known problem of detecting loop closure in the visual SLAM literature [60]. This section details
GEOSLAM’s map merging and loop closing routine. Hereafter, the terms map merging and loop closure
are used interchangeably since GEOSLAM treats them identically.

First, note that when detecting a map merge event, feature matching must be attempted against
map points that have not been matched in the most recent keyframes. Thus, after processing the ith
keyframe, a possible merge is checked for against the set of map points {m : m /∈ ∪n∈cov(i,N)Mn}.
If this bag-of-words-style feature matching succeeds, then RANSAC iterations are performed to determine
whether the matches are geometrically consistent, as well as to robustly estimate the camera pose

(
x̌SCi

, θ̌SCi

)
implied by the merge event. If enough inliers are found, the map merge routine is executed.

The map merging process is depicted visually in Figures 8–10. A typical merge situation is shown
in Figure 8, where the platform pose at the ith keyframe is inconsistent with the prior map at the merge
location. To avoid such discontinuity in the ensuing joint BA, as an initial guess GEOSLAM enforces
that the ith keyframe pose be consistent with the pose implied by the visual merge matches

(
x̌SCi

, θ̌SCi

)
,

and that the keyframes and map points from the prior session(s) be unchanged. To this end, a pose-graph
optimization [64] is performed over a large Nm-level covisibility window for Ki, where the relative
translations and rotations between covisible keyframes, as estimated in the current session, are provided
as delta-pose measurements, while the 6-DoF poses for the terminal nodes in the covisibility window, as
well as for Ki, are held constant. In particular, let K0 denote the set of terminal keyframes in the covisibility
graph cov(i, Nm). Furthermore, define the delta-pose pseudo-measurements

δxSnk , x̂SCn
− x̂SCk

,

δθSnk , θ

(
R
(

θ̂SCn

)
R
(

θ̂SCk

)T
)

,

where the superscript (·̂) denotes GEOSLAM’s estimate of the state before the merge event, and θ(·)
denotes the angle-axis representation of the input rotation matrix. The pose-graph optimization minimizes
the following cost function with respect to

(
xSCn

, θSCn

)
∀n ∈ cov(i, Nm):

C = ∑
n∈cov(i,Nm)

∑
k∈cov(n,1)

[∥∥∥(xSCn
− xSCk

)
− δxSnk

∥∥∥2

P−1
δx

+

∥∥∥∥θ

(
R
(

θSCn

)
R
(

θSCnk

)T
)
− δθSn−1

∥∥∥∥2

P−1
δθ

]
,

where ‖q‖2
P = qT Pq, with the following constraints:(

xSCi
, θSCi

)
=
(

x̌SCi
, θ̌SCi

)
,(

xSCn
, θSCn

)
=
(

x̂SCn
, θ̂SCn

)
∀n ∈ K0.
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Figure 8. GEOSLAM trajectories at the instant when a merge has been detected and verified. The cameras
colored black are keyframes from a prior map, and those colored red are from the current session. (a) Top
view of the trajectories. (b) View from 5◦ elevation showing a discontinuity in the vertical component.
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Figure 9. GEOSLAM trajectories post-pose-graph optimization (in blue), overlaid on the corresponding
(black and red) trajectories from Figure 8. All keyframes are colored blue at this stage since prior and
current keyframes are now connected. (a) Top view of the trajectories. Note that the discontinuity at the
merge location is smoothly distributed across Nm levels of covisibility in the current session, and that the
keyframe poses from the prior map are unchanged at this stage. (b) View from 5◦ elevation. Keyframes
from the current trajectory have been adjusted to remove the discontinuity, blue and black keyframes
exactly overlap. Not shown: the corresponding map points in the current session are also adjusted to match
the updated keyframe poses.
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Figure 10. GEOSLAM trajectories after joint BA of current and prior keyframes (in green), overlaid on the
corresponding (black and red) trajectories from Figure 8. (a) Top view of the trajectories. Note that both the
current and prior keyframes (and map points, not shown) have been adjusted to optimally minimize the
BA cost function over Nm levels of covisibility. (b) View from 5◦ elevation.

As a result of this pose-graph optimization, any discontinuity at the merge location between the
prior and current keyframes is smoothed out, as shown in Figure 9. Subsequently, the map points as
seen in the current keyframes are also adjusted in accordance to the pose-graph optimization. Finally,
the duplicated map points near the merge location are fused together. As a result of shared feature matches
between the current and prior keyframes, the updated covisibility window for Ki includes keyframes from
prior session(s).

The merged map is then optimized in a windowed BA, this time with feature point coordinates and
GNSS positions as measurements. Note that this is a joint windowed BA with both current and prior
keyframes and map points. As a result, both the current and prior states are appropriately adjusted
based on the number and covariance of the feature point and GNSS measurements. The result of the map
merging routine is shown in Figure 10.

5. Empirical Results

To validate the results obtained in the above analyses, GNSS and visual data were collected in a
moderate urban area north of the University of Texas at Austin campus in Austin, TX. This section presents
the data collection setup, error statistics of various flavors of code-phase GNSS positioning, and results
from GEOSLAM’s multi-session GNSS-aided-visual mapping.

5.1. Rover and Reference Platforms

The rover GNSS receiver is one among several sensors housed in an integrated perception platform
called the University of Texas Sensorium [6]. Designed for connected and automated vehicle research, the
Sensorium is a self-contained sensor housing that can be mounted atop any standard passenger vehicle.
Two Antcom G8Ant-3A4TNB1 triple-frequency patch antennas are flush-mounted in the cross-track
direction on the Sensorium’s upper plate, separated by just over one meter. The antennas’ signals are
routed to a unified radio frequency (RF) front end whose output intermediate frequency (IF) samples
are processed in real-time (to within less than 10 ms latency) by the Sensorium’s onboard computer.
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The samples are also stored to disk for post-processing. The experimental setup also includes a surveyed
GNSS reference station that aids in the generation of the ground truth trajectory.

The GNSS data were processed by a software-defined GNSS receiver tracking signals from GPS L1
C/A, GPS L2CLM, Galileo E1, and SBAS. Data from both the primary (passenger’s side) and secondary
(driver’s side) antennas were used to reconstruct a sub-dm-accurate CDGNSS-based ground truth
trajectory, as described in [6]. Enhanced code-phase positioning was performed on the data from the
primary antenna, incorporating precise orbit and clock products from IGS, ionospheric corrections from
WAAS satellites, and the Saastamoinen model for tropospheric corrections, in addition to NIS-based
exclusion of multipath signals. Double-differenced pseudorange-based positioning was also performed
with the data from the primary antenna, as discussed later in this section. The code-phase-based position
estimates were (i) compared against the ground truth from the primary antenna to study the code-phase
positioning error statistics, and (ii) fed to GEOSLAM for vision-GNSS sensor fusion. The primary
antenna feed was also input to a ublox M8T receiver for comparison against the enhanced code-phase
software receiver.

The Sensorium features a front-facing stereo camera rig composed of two Basler acA2040-35gm
cameras that capture synchronous stereo image pairs when triggered by a signal tied to the GNSS
front-end’s sampling clock. The images are captured in grayscale at 10 frames per second and timestamped
by the Sensorium’s computer. The cameras are configured to automatically adjust the exposure time based
on lighting, while the focal length, focus, and aperture are held fixed, having been adjusted physically
prior to capture.

5.2. Test Route

The test route was a 1-km loop north of the University of Texas at Austin campus in Austin, TX.
The route included a variety of light-to-moderate urban conditions, from open-sky to overhanging trees to
built-up areas. The Dean Keeton corridor, toward the left in Figure 11, was the most challenging stretch
along the test route for GNSS positioning. It passes below a pedestrian bridge and is flanked on both sides
by buildings ranging from 30 to 65 meters tall set back 28 meters from the center of the roadway.

Figure 11. An overview of the 1-km test route. The Dean Keeton corridor, toward the left, is spanned by
a pedestrian bridge and flanked by buildings on both sides. A total of 75 laps of the test route were driven
over six separate campaigns.

To study the code-phase-based positioning error characteristics over time-separated sessions in the
same area, and to perform multi-session mapping with GEOSLAM, multiple laps of the test route were
driven over six separate campaigns. The first two campaigns were conducted on 21 December 2017 and
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15 January 2018, while the other four campaigns were conducted in pairs of two on 3 June 2018 and 4 June
2018. The GNSS error charts are presented for a total of 75 laps of the test route, while multi-session
mapping with GEOSLAM was performed over eight laps/sessions of data from the four latest campaigns.

Imagery collected over the four June 2018 campaigns exhibits appreciable visual diversity, offering a
real-world challenge to multi-session GEOSLAM operation. Figure 12a,b show the variation in lighting
and visual features between the data collected on 3 June 2018 and 4 June 2018.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Different visual conditions on two days of data collection. (a) An image captured on the first
day of data collection. Note the sharp shadows and absence of parked cars. (b) An image captured on the
second day of data collection. Note the absence of sharp shadows and complete blockage of curb due to
parked cars.

5.3. Empirical GNSS Error Analysis

Figure 13 shows the error in the enhanced code-phase GNSS position solutions with respect to the
ground truth. The error is plotted versus the distance along the 1-km loop. The beginning of this loop was
taken to be immediately after the overhead pedestrian bridge along the Dean Keeton corridor. It is observed
that the enhanced code-phase GNSS errors are clustered separately for each of the campaigns, and that
each cluster is offset from zero by as much as 1 m in the horizontal plane. Such error characteristics are
representative of ionospheric modeling errors, which have a long decorrelation time. It is also evident that
the error variance was larger as the receiver exits the challenging portion of the loop at which point the
tracking loops were recovering from signal loss under the bridge. The effect was especially pronounced in
the vertical direction. Figure 14 shows similar errors for the commercial ublox M8T receiver. The error
traces from the ublox receiver show a wider spread than the enhanced code-phase receiver, likely due to
lack of precise orbit and clock corrections.
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Figure 13. Errors in enhanced code-phase position estimates with respect to ground truth in the east, north,
and up directions. Different colors distinguish data from six different campaigns. The dashed reference
lines are drawn at ± 50 cm. The solid black lines show the mean positioning error over the six campaigns.
The error standard deviation is nearly constant along the path in the horizontal plane at ∼0.6 m in the east
and ≈0.4 m in the north direction. In the up direction, the standard deviation is ∼2.1 m for the first 400 m
along the path, and ≈1.3 m for the rest.
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Figure 14. Errors in ublox M8T position estimates with respect to ground truth in the east, north, and up
directions. Different colors distinguish data from six different campaigns. Dashed reference lines are drawn
at ± 50 cm. The solid black lines show the mean positioning error over the six campaigns. The error
standard deviation in the east is∼1.5 m over the first 100 m along the path and∼0.7 m over the rest; ∼0.9 m
in the north; and ∼2.7 m over the first 400 m and ∼2 m over the rest in the up direction.

On the basis of Figures 13 and 14, one might be tempted to conclude that errors in enhanced
code-phase and stand-alone GNSS navigation solutions are substantially non-zero-mean, especially in the
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north and up directions, despite the overhead GNSS constellation changing substantially between sessions.
It certainly appears that the permanent structures (buildings, bridge) along the test loop left a bias in the
vertical direction during the first 400 m along the loop. However, the bias in the north direction, and to
a lesser extent in the east, may only be an artifact of the small sample size: ionospheric modeling errors
were not yet averaged down to nearly zero in the east and ∼30 cm in the north, as one would expect from
the WAAS ionospheric model (see Table 1).

Given that the asymptotic properties of ionospheric modeling errors are better understood than those
of multipath errors, it is instructive to eliminate, insofar as possible, all ionospheric modeling errors from
the along-track error histories. To this end, a differential code phase GNSS technique was applied whereby
the navigation solution was based on double-difference pseudorange measurements using data from a
nearby reference station at a precisely known location. Such double differencing over a short 1-km baseline
eliminates virtually all ionospheric and tropospheric errors, but does nothing to reduce vehicle-side
multipath. Thus, one can empirically examine multipath effects in isolation from ionospheric effects.

Figure 15 shows the results of this study based on all six data capture campaigns. Note that biases
for all components are much smaller. It appears that for the test route chosen, non-zero-mean horizontal
errors in the enhanced code phase positions were almost entirely driven by ionospheric modeling errors,
and not by persistent effects of multipath due to the permanent structures along the test route. This is broadly
consistent with the analyses presented earlier in this paper on position-domain biases due to ionospheric and
multipath errors. However, it does appear that a bias due to multipath remained in the vertical direction
over the first 400 m, even when ionospheric errors were removed. Apparently, the arrangement of buildings
over this segment caused non-line-of-sight effects that did not average away. Mercifully, horizontal errors,
which appear to be close to zero-mean over the six campaigns, matter most for high-accuracy digital mapping,
since obstacle avoidance and vehicle coordination are largely 2-D problems, and since multiple vehicles can
straightforwardly agree on a particular feature’s relative vertical position from an inferred road surface.
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Figure 15. Errors in double-differenced pseudorange-based position estimates with respect to ground truth
in the east, north, and up directions. Different colors distinguish data from six different campaigns. Dashed
reference lines are drawn at ±50 cm. The solid black lines show the mean positioning error over the six
campaigns. The error standard deviation in the east and north directions is ∼0.9 m over the first 200 m
along the path and ∼0.4 m over the rest. In the up direction, the standard deviation is ∼1.9 m over the first
400 m and ∼1 m over the rest.
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Based on Figure 15, one can conclude that multi-session averaging with a sufficiently accurate
ionospheric model, such as the Fast PPP model, yields sub-50-cm global referencing accuracy for digital
maps in the horizontal plane with code-phase-based GNSS, even in the presence of persistent multipath.

5.4. Multi-Session Mapping Results

GEOSLAM processed two laps/sessions of data from each of the four campaigns conducted on 4 and
5 June, fusing the visual data from the captured images with the double-differenced pseudorange-based
position estimates of the primary antenna. Figure 16 summarizes the result from GEOSLAM’s multi-session
GNSS-aided-visual SLAM. The black data points denote the difference between the ground truth trajectory
of the primary GNSS antenna and GEOSLAM’s estimate of the same in local east, north, and up directions
for all eight sessions. The gray data points denote the difference between the ground truth trajectory of the
primary GNSS antenna and the coincident double-differenced pseudorange-based estimate of the same for
all eight sessions.
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Figure 16. Errors in GEOSLAM’s estimate of the primary antenna position (in black) with respect to ground
truth in the east, north, and up directions for eight mapping sessions from four different data collection
campaigns. The errors in double-differenced pseudorange-based primary antenna position estimates for
each of the eight sessions, fed as measurements to GEOSLAM, are plotted in gray for reference. Dashed
reference lines are drawn at ±50 cm.

As one might expect, the error in GEOSLAM’s estimate of the antenna position was approximately
the same as the average double-differenced pseudorange-based error over eight sessions. Furthermore,
due to the approximately zero-mean nature of the double-differenced pseudorange-based estimates,
the GEOSLAM esimate of the trajectory was within 50 cm of the truth trajectory in the horizontal plane.
Note that the error in GEOSLAM’s position estimate was highly repeatable over eight different sessions,
so much so that it appears there is a single black trace in Figure 16, while in truth eight independent traces
were plotted. This indicates that (i) the localization of the vehicle within the visual map was highly precise:
GEOSLAM made the same errors with respect to ground truth over eight different sessions; and (ii) the
visual map was merged across eight sessions from four different campaigns: if the maps from any two
campaigns were not merged through visual matching of features, then the GNSS position estimate for a
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keyframe from one campaign would not affect another keyframe from a different campaign since they
would not be covisible, and thus the eight black traces in Figure 16 would not overlap.

6. Conclusions

The accuracy limits of collaborative global referencing of digital maps with standard GNSS were
explored through simulation and real data. The asymptotic average of position errors due to thermal
noise, satellite orbit and clock errors, and tropospheric modeling errors were assumed to be negligible.
It has been shown that the position error due to inaccurate ionospheric modeling may lead to persistent
dm-level biases in the horizontal position if the corrections are sourced from the IGS GIM, but other
recent models such as the Fast PPP IONEX GIM perform better in this regard. Multipath errors
persist with multiple mapping sessions through the same urban corridor and may not be zero mean.
With adequate multipath exclusion, persistent multipath biases may be reduced below 50 cm on average.
In conclusion, sub-50-cm accurate digital mapping has been shown to be feasible in the horizontal plane
after multiple mapping sessions with code-phase-based GNSS, but larger biases persist in the vertical
direction. A globally-referenced electro-optical SLAM pipeline, termed GEOSLAM, has been detailed and
demonstrated to achieve sub-50-cm horizontal localization accuracy in a moderate urban environment
by incorporating code-phase-based GNSS position estimates in the visual SLAM framework and jointly
optimizing maps merged across time-separated sessions.
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Abstract—A system developed at The University of Texas for

low-cost precise urban vehicular positioning is demonstrated

to achieve a probability of correct integer fixing greater than

96.5% for a probability of incorrect integer fixing surely less

than 2.3% and likely less than 1%. This is demonstrated using

data captured during 3.4 hours of driving on a repeating

urban test route over three separate days. The results are

achieved without any aiding by inertial or electro-optical sensors.

Development and evaluation of the unaided GNSS-based precise

positioning system is a key milestone toward the overall goal of

combining precise GNSS, vision, radar, and inertial sensing for

all-weather high-integrity precise positioning for automated and

connected vehicles. The system described and evaluated herein

is composed of a densely-spaced reference network, a software-

defined GNSS receiver whose processing can be executed on

general-purpose commodity hardware, and a real-time kinematic

(RTK) positioning engine. All components have been tailored in

their design to yield competent sub-decimeter positioning in the

mobile urban environment. A performance sensitivity analysis

reveals that navigation data bit prediction on the GPS L1 C/A

signals is key to high-performance urban RTK positioning.

Keywords—urban vehicular positioning; CDGNSS; low-cost

RTK positioning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Few of the leading self-driving car projects exploit carrier-

phase differential GNSS (CDGNSS) positioning for vehicle

localization. Waymo’s GNSS needs are reportedly satisfied by

a pair of ublox M8 receivers performing a standard code-

and Doppler-based navigation solution. Likewise, a recent

teardown of Tesla’s Hardware 2.0 Autopilot module revealed

nothing more than a single ublox M8L receiver [1], which

is not capable of precise CDGNSS-type positioning. But as

automated vehicles become increasingly connected, and as

they enter markets beyond the sunny confines of Silicon

Valley and Chandler, Arizona, they will need some way of

determining their globally-referenced position to better than

30 cm in all weather conditions.

Future Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-

infrastructure (V2I) connectivity will permit vehicles to

relay their positions and velocities to each other with

millisecond latency, enabling tight coordinated platooning

and efficient intersection management. More ambitiously,

broadband V2V and V2I enabled by 5G wireless networks

will permit vehicles to share unprocessed or lightly-processed

sensor data. Ad hoc networks of vehicles and infrastructure

will then function as a single sensing organism. The risk

of collisions, especially with pedestrians and cyclists—

notoriously unpredictable and much harder to sense reliably

than vehicles—will be significantly reduced as vehicles and

infrastructure contribute sensor data from multiple vantage

points to build a blind-spot-free model of their surroundings.

Such collaborative sensing and traffic coordination requires

vehicles to know and share their own position. How accu-

rately? The proposed DSRC basic safety message, a first

step in V2V coordination, does not yet define a position

accuracy requirement, effectively accepting whatever accu-

racy a standard GNSS receiver provides [2]. But automated

intersection management [3], tight-formation platooning, and

unified processing of sensor data—all involving vehicles of

different makes who may not share a common map—will be

greatly facilitated by globally-referenced positioning with sub-

30-cm accuracy.

Poor weather also motivates high-accuracy absolute po-

sitioning. Every automated vehicle initiative of which the

present authors are aware depends crucially on lidar or cam-

eras for fine-grained positioning within their local environ-

ment. But these sensing modalities perform poorly in low-

visibility conditions such as a snowy whiteout, dense fog,

or heavy rain. Moreover, high-definition 3D maps created

with lidar and camera data, maps that have proven crucial to

recent progress in reliable vehicle automation, can be rendered

dangerously obsolete by a single snowstorm, leaving vehicles

who rely on such maps for positioning no option but to fall

back on GNSS and radar to navigate a snow-covered roadway

in low-visibility conditions. When, as is often the case on rural

roads, such snowy surroundings offer but few radar-reflective

landmarks, radar too becomes useless. GNSS receivers operate

well in all weather conditions, but only a GNSS receiver

whose errors remain under 30 cm 95% of the time could

avoid drifting onto a snow-covered road’s soft shoulder. Code-

and Doppler-based GNSS solutions will find it challenging to

meet this requirement, even with modernized GNSS offering

wideband signals at multiple frequencies.

Carrier-phase-based GNSS positioning can meet the most

demanding accuracy requirements envisioned for automated

and connected vehicles, but has historically been either too

expensive or too fragile, except in open areas with a clear view

of the overhead satellites, for widespread adoption. Coupling
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a CDGNSS receiver with a tactical grade inertial sensor,

as in [4]–[7] enables robust precise positioning even during

the extended signal outages common in dense urban areas.

Apollo 2.0, Baidu’s open self-driving platform, includes such

a coupled positioning system, in particular, the NovAtel SPAN

system, among the core sensors of its reference hardware 1.

But GNSS-inertial systems with tactical-grade inertial mea-

surement units (IMUs) cost tens of thousands of dollars and

have proven stubbornly resistant to commoditization. Cou-

pling a GNSS receiver with automotive- or industrial-grade

IMUs, is much more economical, and significantly improves

performance, as shown in [8]. But such coupling only allows

approximately 5 seconds of complete GNSS signal blockage

before the IMU no longer offers a useful constraint for

so-called integer ambiguity resolution, which underpins the

fastest, most accurate, and most robust CDGNSS techniques,

namely, single-baseline RTK, network RTK, and PPP-RTK

[9]–[11].

University of Texas researchers have recently proposed a

novel and inexpensive technique for robustifying RTK posi-

tioning: tightly coupling carrier-phase-based GNSS position-

ing with inertial sensing and vision [12], [13]. Such coupling

takes advantage of the remarkable progress in high-resolution,

low-cost cameras within the intensely competitive smartphone

markets. The current authors are engaged in developing a high-

integrity RTK-vision system for precise vehicular positioning

in rural and urban environments. Further coupling with radar

will make the system robust to low-visibility conditions.

As a step toward this goal, it is of interest to evaluate the

performance of stand-alone RTK techniques—those unaided

by IMUs or vision—in urban environments. Such a study

will reveal why and when aiding is necessary, and how an

RTK positioning system might behave if aiding were somehow

impaired or unavailable, whether due to sensor faults or, in the

case of exclusive visual aiding, poor visibility conditions.

Little prior work has explored stand-alone RTK performance

in urban environments, likely because the performance results

tend to be somewhat poor. Short-baseline RTK experiments

between two vehicles in [14] revealed that multi-frequency

(L1-L2) GPS and Glonass RTK yielded poor results in residen-

tial and urban environments. Only along a mountain highway

with a relatively clear view of the sky was availability greater

than 90% and accuracy better than 30 centimeters. RTK

positioning in downtown Calgary was disastrous, with less

than 60% solution availability and RMS errors exceeding 9

meters.

More recently, Li et al. [8] show that, with the benefit of

greater signal availability, stand-alone dual-frequency GPS +

BDS + GLONASS RTK can achieve correct integer fixing

rates of 76.7% on a 1-hour drive along an urban route in

Wuhan, China. But Li et al. do not provide data on the

incorrect fixing rate, nor do they assess the accuracy of their

ground truth trajectory, so the significant of their correct fixing

rate is difficult to assess.

1http://apollo.auto/platform/hardware.html

Recent urban RTK testing by Jackson et al. [15] indi-

cates that no low-to-mid-range consumer RTK solution offers

greater than 35% fixed solution availability in urban areas, de-

spite a dense reference network and dual-frequency capability.

A key failing of existing receivers is their slow recovery after

passing under bridges or overpasses. Jackson et al. show that

the Piksi Multi and the Eclipse P307 dual-frequency receivers

require from 25 (Eclipse) to 40 (Piksi) seconds to recover a

fixed position after passing under an overpass.

Professional-grade receivers appear to handle momentary

obstructions better, but the primary markets of professional-

grade receivers have traditionally been surveying, machine

control, and precision agriculture—applications that typically

enjoy a relatively unobstructed view of overhead satellites

compared to urban vehicular positioning. Consider that in

2018 a professional-grade multi-constellation multi-frequency

Trimble receiver requires 4 seconds to produce an RTK fix on

a short baseline with a clear sky view (see Fig. 15 in [16]).

This may be an acceptably short time-to-fix for traditional

RTK applications, but not for urban vehicular positioning.

This paper describes and evaluates an unaided RTK po-

sitioning system developed at The University of Texas that

has been designed for vehicular operation in both rural and

urban environments. Solution availability and accuracy have

been markedly improved since publication of preliminary

results in [17]. This paper’s primary contributions are (1) a

demonstration of the remarkably good performance that can

be achieved with a low-cost software-defined stand-alone RTK

GNSS platform in an urban environment, and (2) a thorough

evaluation of the system’s sensitivity to various impairments.

II. CHALLENGES OF MOBILE PRECISE POSITIONING IN

URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

The mobile urban satellite-to-user channel is distinguished

by rapid channel evolution. As the vehicle travels along streets

closely lined with tall buildings, only glimpses of power

are available from signals arriving from directions roughly

perpendicular to the roadway. A GNSS receiver designed to

provide phase-locked carrier measurements for RTK position-

ing in such environments must simultaneously (1) prevent

frequency unlock during the deep fades caused by building

occlusions, and (2) exploit momentary signal availability by

immediately acquiring full-cycle phase lock and indicating this

to downstream processing.

Tracking in the mobile urban channel is unlike indoor

or weak-signal tracking, such as explored in [18], [19], in

that the urban fading environment is substantially binary:

either the line-of-sight signal is present at a fairly healthy

carrier-to-noise ratio C/N0, or it is hopelessly attenuated after

passing through entire buildings constructed of concrete, steel,

and glass. The traditional weak-signal-tracking technique of

extending the signal integration time and lowering the tracking

loop bandwidths can be useful to slow the rate of frequency

unlock during such fading, but not for actually recovering

a weak signal from the noise. There is simply no signal to

recover.
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Fig. 1 illustrates this fact. The initial disturbance at 950

seconds is due to an overhead traffic light. This is followed in

rapid succession by a complete signal blockage due to a tall

building on the south side of the east-west street, a brief (four-

second) interval of clear satellite availability as the receiver

catches a glimpse of the signal between two buildings, and

another signal eclipse by a second building.

A GNSS receiver designed for urban tracking will make full

use of such between-building glimpses. This requires immedi-

ate (within approximately 100 ms) recovery of full-cycle phase

lock, which is only possible on suppressed-carrier signals

like GPS L1 C/A if the receiver can accurately predict the

modulating data symbols. Downstream RTK processing must

also be poised to exploit signal glimpses by (1) identifying and

rejecting observables from blocked or otherwise compromised

signals, and (2) immediately re-evaluating the corresponding

integer ambiguities when signals reappear. A multi-stage cycle

slip detection and recovery technique, such as proposed in

[20], is too slow for urban positioning.
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Fig. 1. In-phase (green, top) and quadrature (blue, bottom) 10-ms complex
correlation products for a GPS L1 C/A signal at 35 degrees elevation arriving
from the south to a vehicle traveling west on an urban roadway. The 20-
ms LNAV navigation data bits have been wiped off to allow full carrier cycle
recovery. Rapid fading—and rapid recovery—occur as buildings intermittently
block the signal.

A related hallmark of the urban mobile channel is the wide

and rapid variation of the number of signals available for

RTK positioning. Fig. 2 shows the number NDD of double-

difference (DD) signals (each one providing a DD pseudorange

and a DD carrier phase observable) over a 600-second segment

of urban driving. NDD remains constant only when the vehicle

is stopped. The implication for RTK processing is that integer

ambiguity continuity will often be lost, requiring rapid and

continuous re-estimation of ambiguities.

The histogram shown in 3 indicates that, although volatile,

NDD remains above 16 for more than half the measurement

epochs, which implies that this particular urban environment

is not an especially challenging one. Even still, because
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Fig. 2. The number of double difference signals, NDD, available for RTK
positioning over a 600-second interval of urban driving.

single-epoch integer ambiguity resolution becomes unlikely

for NDD < 14 [21], one should expect unaided RTK to

struggle.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of NDD over a 1-hour interval of urban driving.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Overview

GNSS components of the University of Texas precise po-

sitioning system are shown in Fig. 4. The sub-components

enclosed in the gray box are the target of the present work’s

optimization efforts for good performance in urban environ-

ments.

Two rover antennas feed analog signals to a radio frequency

(RF) front end, which down-mixes and digitizes the signals,

producing a stream of intermediate frequency (IF) samples.

The RF front end used in the present work produces samples

9.8 Msps for two antennas and two frequencies: a band

centered at GPS L1 and one centered at GPS L2. The (single-

sided) analog bandwidth of each band is 4 MHz—wide enough

to capture over 90% of the power in the GPS L1 C/A, Galileo

E1 BOC(1,1), and GPS L2C signals.

Four IF sample streams, one for each antenna and band,

are fed to PpRx, an embeddable multi-frequency software-

defined GNSS receiver developed primarily at the University

of Texas [22]–[24]. PpRx draws ephemeris data and GPS

LNAV data bit estimates from the Longhorn Dense Reference

Network (LDRN), a set of 8 GNSS reference stations deployed

in Austin, TX. Each reference station in the LDRN runs a

strict-real-time variant of PpRx and sends its data to a central

network server from which any compatible receiver in Austin

can draw assistance data and network observables. The master

and alternate master reference stations produce observables at

5 Hz. The other stations, which produce data at a slower rate,
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are used primarily to estimate ionospheric and tropospheric

corrections according to simple linear model, as described in

[17], [25].

PpRx feeds code and carrier observables, and other useful

signal information, to PpEngine, an RTK engine developed

by members of the UT Radionavigation Laboratory. For the

results presented in this paper, PpEngine draws observables

and ephemeris data from a single LDRN reference station at

a time—the traditional RTK topology. The precise solution

produced by PpEngine is a fixed (integer-resolved) or float

solution depending on the results of an integer aperture test

[26].

end

RF

LDRN

front

Components subject to optimization

Precise 
solutionIF samples

Rover
antennas

PpRx PpEngine

Fig. 4. The University of Texas precise positioning system.

B. Performance Metrics

The performance of precise positioning systems in safety-

of-life applications is assessed in terms of integrity, accuracy,

and availability [27], [28]. For several emerging applications

of practical interest, such as automated and connected vehicles,

no regulatory body has set clear positioning performance

requirements. An industry consensus appears to be emerging

which calls for a 95% accuracy requirement of 30 cm, but it

is not clear what the associated integrity risk or continuity

requirements should be. It is likely that the U.S. National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and other regulatory

bodies worldwide, will eventually issue positioning perfor-

mance requirements for connected and automated vehicles.

Assuming that a CDGNSS solution whose integer ambigui-

ties are correctly fixed will be more than sufficiently accurate

for all urban RTK applications of practical interest, this paper

focuses on two performance metrics: PS , the probability (or

rate in repeated trials) of correctly (successfully) resolving

the full integer set, and PF , the probability that one or more

integer ambiguities failed to resolve correctly [27]. A third

probability, PU = 1 − PF − PS , that of the undecided event,

is the probability that a float solution, or no solution at all,

is produced, due to an aperture test failure or failure of some

other validation test.

An unavoidable tradeoff between PS and PF exists such

that any increase in PS comes at the expense of an increase

in PF (not necessarily of the same amount) [29]. Therefore,

an optimization problem can be stated in terms of PS and

PF as follows: maximize PS for PF ≤ P̄F , where P̄F is

a fixed tolerable probability of failed fixing. Integer aperture

bootstrapping techniques such as [29] and its generalization

to partial ambiguity resolution in [27] analytically determine

thresholds for the integer aperture test to ensure PF ≤ P̄F .

For the optimal integer least squares (ILS) approach adopted

in this paper, it is not possible to calculate an analytical

aperture threshold, but an approximate one can be obtained

via simulation such that PF ≤ P̄F is satisfied almost surely

[30]. A value of P̄F = 0.001 was adopted for the present

paper, meaning that a fixing failure rate less than 1 in

1000 epochs was deemed acceptable. However, as will be

illustrated later on, multipath, GNSS signal passage through

foliage, and other signals impairments common in urban areas

cause the empirical PF to significantly exceed P̄F when the

aperture threshold is chosen according to the Gaussian error

assumptions ubiquitous in the integer aperture literature. Thus,

a looser empirical upper bound ¯̄PF must be chosen. The

optimization problem is then to maximize PS subject to the

empirical PF respecting the bound PF ≤ ¯̄PF .

C. Design Philosophy

With origins in scintillation-resistant carrier tracking [31],

[32], PpRx was designed from the beginning for robust carrier

recovery. Likewise, from its inception PpEngine was targeted

for the harsh urban environment. Over the past few years, de-

velopment of PpRx, PpEngine, and the LDRN has proceeded

as a parallel evolution, with each subsystem benefiting from

improvements in the others.

The overriding design philosophy of this development has

been to adapt, rebuild, and reconfigure all three subsystems,

separately and in parallel, with a singular goal, namely, to

maximize PS subject to PF ≤ ¯̄PF . This approach benefits

greatly from a purely software-based approach to GNSS signal

processing (as opposed to processing that exploits dedicated

silicon or FPGAs), for two reasons. First, a software-defined

approach is almost infinitely flexible: all processing down-

stream from the RF front end can be reconsidered, rebuilt, and

re-evaluated in a rapid iterative process using an efficient and

common high-level programming language. Second, software-

defined receivers can exploit multiple cores to run faster than

real time on recorded IF samples [23]. The PpRx-PpEngine

pipeline runs at 10x real time on a 6-core Intel Xeon 2.27GHz

processor, enabling rapid iteration cycles for quickly probing

the optimization landscape.

Rapid iteration is especially important when the GNSS

signal environment is difficult to characterize and highly

variable, as is the case for urban GNSS. Signal tracking

and integer fixing strategies optimized for traditional RTK

applications such as surveying and precision agriculture tend

to perform poorly when confronted with bridges, tall reflective

buildings, and overhead foliage in an urban environment

[15]. In fact, it is doubtful whether robust urban RTK can

be grounded so strongly on fundamental signal processing
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theory as weak signal GNSS tracking [18], [19] and benign-

environment mixed real/integer filtering [33]. To be sure,

optimal approaches such as those in [33] offer an excellent

starting point. But the current authors have been surprised to

see some reasonable adaptations of these strategies fail, and

counterintuitive strategies succeed, in urban RTK (examples

will be offered in subsequent sections). This has engendered

a certain epistemological humility and renewed respect for

rapid-cycle experimentation.

D. Carrier and code tracking

GNSS carrier and code tracking in an urban environment

must be opportunistic, taking advantage of short clear glimpses

to overhead satellites as they present themselves. PpRx’s code

and carrier tracking architecture, illustrated in Fig. 5 has been

designed for immediate (within approximately 100 ms) recov-

ery of full-cycle phase lock after a blockage, and, importantly,

for prompt lock indication. The following subsections describe

the essential elements of PpRx’s tracking strategy, calling

out parameters whose values significantly affect urban RTK

performance.
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Fig. 5. PpRx’s carrier and code tracking architecture.

1) Correlation and accumulation: Correlation and accu-

mulation is performed on a sequence of noisy IF samples

x(τj), j = 0, 1, ..., where τj denotes the time of the jth

sample according to the receiver’s clock. Within the correlation

and accumulation block, a complex local replica signal is

formed with code and carrier phase estimates, t̂s(τj) and θ̂(τj),
provided by the code and carrier phase tracking loops. The

outputs of the correlation and accumulation block are prompt,

early, and late complex correlation products Sk, Se,k, and

Sl,k of the form Sk = Ik + jQk, where Ik and Qk are

the in-phase and quadrature accumulations. (The green and

blue traces in Fig. 1 correspond to Ik and Qk, respectively.)

The accumulation interval, Ta, is an important configuration

parameter for urban RTK.

2) LNAV data bit prediction: For the GPS L1 C/A signal,

which has no dedicated pilot component, estimates d̂k of

the LNAV data bits, whose structure is detailed in [34], are

provided to the local signal replica generator by a predic-

tion engine within PpRx. Extensive testing has shown that

subframes 1-3, which contain ephemeris data, can be nearly-

perfectly predicted after the first 18 seconds following a 2-

hour GPS time boundary. Almanac data in subframes 4 and 5

are also highly predictable, as they remain constant between

approximately daily update events. However, it is worth noting

that almanac data can be updated asynchronously—at times

not aligned with a 2-hour boundary. For all subframes, re-

served bits of the TLM word, and the TLM word’s parity

bits, must be treated with caution as they can be updated

asynchronously with unpredictable content.

The PpRx LNAV prediction engine labels each data bit

with one of three certainty levels. The 30-bit HOW word,

non-reserved and non-parity bits of the TLM word, and all

ephemeris words that have passed parity are marked certain.

Parity-checked almanac data and reserved and parity bits of

the TLM word are marked almost certain. Incomplete words,

or those that fail parity checking, are marked uncertain. The

source of each data bit in the local signal replica depends

on the prediction engine’s corresponding certainty. Prediction

engine bits marked uncertain are never applied; instead, the

observed bit from the received signal is used in the signal

replica. This amounts to decision-directed suppressed carrier

recovery [35]. Predicted bits marked almost certain are used

if the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the prompt complex

correlation product Sk falls below a threshold SNRpull; oth-

erwise the observed bit is used. Bits marked certain are used

unconditionally in the local replica.

It will be shown in a later section that LNAV data bit

prediction is critically important for robust urban RTK.

3) Lock statistic calculation: Also key to robust urban RTK

is the ability to exclude corrupt or otherwise inaccurate carrier

phase measurements. But, due to poor signal availability, an

urban RTK engine cannot afford to be overly conservative: it

must minimize the number of adequate-quality measurements

that get falsely labeled as corrupt. An important indicator for

this wheat-from-tares separation process is the lock statistic

sθ. Let I and Q be coherent sums of Ik and Qk over NL

accumulation intervals. Then sθ is calculated as [36]

sθ =
I2 −Q2

I2 +Q2

The goal of the carrier tracking loop is to adjust its phase

estimate θ̂k to shift signal power from Qk to Ik . Thus, for a

loop in lock, I2 >> Q2 and sθ is near unity.

A new lock statistic is produced every NL accumulations.

NL, must be chosen large enough to suppress thermal noise

in Ik and Qk, but small enough to provide a prompt indicator

of phase lock to all dependent processing. PpEngine relies

crucially on sθ to screen out bad measurements. Note from

Fig. 5 that sθ is also fed to the code tracking loop and to

PpRx’s central state estimator; each one adapts its behavior to

rely less on Doppler measurements when sθ is low.

4) Carrier tracking: As illustrated in Fig. 5, PpRx em-

ploys a vector signal tracking architecture wherein a central

estimator, implemented as a Kalman filter with a nearly-

constant-velocity polynomial-type dynamics model, receives
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observables from all tracking channels and drives local replica

generation for each channel [37]. More particularly, PpRx

employs a hybrid strategy in which, for each channel, a local

phase tracking loop is closed around a modeled Doppler value

f̄D provided by the central estimator. The local loop’s residual

Doppler frequency estimate ∆f̂D is added to f̄D to produce

the full estimate f̂D used in replica generation.

A four-quadrant arctangent phase discriminator,

atan2(Qk, Ik), which is nearly optimal for decision-

directed carrier recovery, and optimal for data-free signals,

or when data bit wipeoff is error-free, feeds a phase error

measurement at every accumulation interval to the carrier

tracking loop filter. PpRx’s carrier loop filter is designed

according to the controlled-root formulation of [38]. The

filter adapts its bandwidth Bθ at every accumulation interval

according to the value of |Sk|. The adaptation schedule has a

significant effect on RTK performance.

One might expect that adapting Bθ so to maintain a constant

loop SNR as |Sk| varies would yield the best results. This

is effectively the adaptation schedule that gets applied in

Kalman-filter-based weak signal tracking [18]. However, this

reasonable approach was found to yield reduced urban RTK

performance. More effective is a three-tiered schedule that

reduces Bθ when |Sk| falls below a fairly low threshold γ1,

and sets Bθ to zero if |Sk| falls below another threshold

γ0 < γ1. Within this lowest tier, ∆f̂D is also driven to zero

over a few accumulation intervals, thereby breaking the local

feedback loop. In this open-loop mode, the local replica’s

phase estimate is driven entirely by the model Doppler f̄D. The

lock statistic sθ continues to be calculated. If sθ is sufficiently

close to unity, the central estimator, the code tracking loop, and

the RTK engine continue to treat θ̂(τj) as a valid measurement.

But this is a rare occurrence; sθ is typically far from unity in

open-loop mode.

Open loop tracking has been found to be useful for prevent-

ing frequency unlock during intervals when signals are entirely

blocked, e.g., by buildings or bridges, and for enabling fast re-

acquisition of carrier lock immediately following the blockage.

5) Code tracking: PpRx’s code tracking loop, which is

aided by the Doppler estimate f̂D, is implemented as a 1st-

order loop that toggles between a non-coherent (dot product)

discriminator and a coherent discriminator. The coherent dis-

criminator is applied when the channel is phase locked and

no recent phase trauma (indicated by sθ) has been detected;

otherwise, the non-coherent discriminator is applied. A flag

attached to each code phase measurement t̂s(τj) indicates

whether it was produced under coherent or non-coherent

tracking.

As with carrier tracking, the code tracking loop filter’s

bandwidth, Bts , is adaptive. But rather than responding to

|Sk| as the carrier loop’s bandwidth does, Bts takes on a

different value for each of four code tracking modes: (1) pre-

phase lock, (2) first post-lock transient, (3) second post-lock

transient, and (4) steady-state. These modes are designed to

ensure rapid convergence of the code phase estimate t̂s(τj)
after initial signal acquisition, or in the aftermath of phase

unlock.
6) Discussion on Optimization: The tracking architecture

diagrammed in Fig. 5 and described in the foregoing subsec-

tions yields remarkably good urban RTK performance, but it is

not claimed to be optimal for this application. It is likely that

further vectorization, in which the code tracking loop’s code

phase estimate is also driven by a central-estimator-provided

model value t̄s(τj), would yield better performance. Or per-

haps entirely replacing the local code and carrier loops with a

local batch estimator that takes in an interval of {Sk, Se,k, Sl,k

values generated using central-estimator-provided t̄s(τj) and

f̄D(τj) time histories over the interval, and computes from

this batch of correlation products residual code phase, carrier

phase, and Doppler estimates, would prove to be even more

robust to the frequent signal outages and severe multipath in

urban tracking.

The larger point is that the usefulness of reasoning a

priori about optimal architectures for urban RTK is somewhat

limited. Likewise, it is hard to say a priori what values of

the various parameters in the current tracking architecture are

optimal in the sense of maximizing PS for PF ≤ ¯̄PF . Consider

the parameters, listed below with default values for the GPS

L1 C/A channels, that have been shown to yield good urban

RTK tracking for a land vehicle. Default parameter values

for the other PpRx channel types are similar. Note too that

different parameter values are adopted for the PpRx instances

embedded in the LDRN network, as the LDRN stations are

static and positioned with a clear view of the sky.

Ta accumulation interval, 10 ms

NL phase lock calculation averaging interval, 2

s̄θ phase lock statistic threshold for the code tracking loop

and for the central estimator, 0.4

Bθ default carrier tracking loop bandwidth, 25 Hz

γ0 SNR of Sk below which carrier tracking operates in open-

loop mode, 14.8 dB

γ1 SNR of Sk above which carrier tracking operates closed-

loop mode with bandwidth Bθ , 20 dB

B1
θ carrier tracking loop bandwidth that applies when Sk’s

SNR lies between γ0 and γ1, 5 Hz

B0
ts

pre-phase-lock code tracking bandwidth, 3 Hz

B1
ts

first transient code tracking bandwidth, 3 Hz

B2
ts

second transient code tracking bandwidth, 0.5 Hz

Bts steady-state code tracking bandwidth, 0.5 Hz

Several other tracking parameters, such as the timing for the

staged code phase tracking modes and the interval over which

sθ ≥ s̄θ must hold before a transition to coherent code phase

tracking, have been omitted for brevity. Moreover, the many

parameters that govern the behavior of the central estimator,

which, due to the vector tracking architecture shown in Fig.

6, influences signal tracking, have not been mentioned at all.

Clearly, there are many degrees of freedom over which signal

tracking may be optimized for urban RTK.

Are the values listed above optimal for urban RTK? Surely

not. Could better values be selected a priori based on signal

processing theory? Not likely. Is it reasonable to adjust param-

eter values one at a time to maximize PS for PF ≤ ¯̄PF ? Yes;
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such was the approach taken for the current paper. But it is

quite possible that a combinatorial approach such as a genetic

algorithm would yield better results.

E. Precise positioning

PpRx and the LDRN send carrier and code phase observ-

ables, together with signal quality indicators sθ and C/N0, and

various other meta-data, to PpEngine for processing. PpEngine

is capable of processing observables from both rover antennas

simultaneously, exploiting the known distance between these.

But for the results presented in this paper, PpEngine was

invoked only in its simplest single-antenna mode, producing

a precise 3-dimensional baseline between the primary rover

antenna and a selected reference station antenna in the LDRN.

This simple single-baseline RTK mode was chosen so that the

precise positioning system’s performance could be evaluated

in a familiar configuration and easily compared with other

single-baseline RTK evaluations such as [8].

1) Treatment of real- and integer-valued states: The current

embodiment of PpEngine adopts a straightforward approach

to RTK. It first forms code and carrier measurement double

differences (DDs) from the rover and reference data, then

sends these to a mixed real/integer extended Kalman filter

for processing. The filter is implemented as a square-root

information filter, as in [33], but limits growth of the number

of integer states by either (1) marginalizing at each epoch over

float-valued integer ambiguity states modeled as Gaussian-

distributed, or (2) conditioning on the estimated integer values.

Thus, PpEngine’s current approach is to discard all integer

states, by marginalization or by conditioning, after each mea-

surement epoch. The marginalization option, which yields the

so-called float solution, can be thought of as a special case of

the sub-optimal filter in [33] with a window length i = 1. The

conditioning option, which yields the so-called fixed solution,

is invoked only if the integer estimates, found by integer least

squares (ILS) [39], are validated by an aperture test.

Conditioning the real-valued states on the lowest-cost inte-

ger estimates yields a maximum a posteriori 3D baseline es-

timate. After each measurement update, the real-valued states

are propagated to the next measurement epoch, whereupon a

new set of integer estimates are formed and conditioning or

marginalization occurs yet again. Importantly, if the integer

states are validated at the lth measurement epoch, it is the

integer-conditioned real-valued states that are propagated to

the (l + 1)th measurement epoch. Thus, although all integer

states are discarded between measurement updates, correct

integer resolution is highly likely at the (l + 1)th epoch if

integer ambiguities were correctly resolved at the lth epoch

because the real-valued states carry forward a decimeter-

accurate position estimate.

Carrying forward integer-conditioned real-valued states is

perilous because eventually an erroneous integer estimate

passes the aperture test, whereupon the integer-conditioned

real-valued states are corrupted by conditioning on the incor-

rect fix. What is more, the associated square-root information

matrices indicate high confidence in the erroneous real-valued

state, raising the chances that the next integer estimates, which

are constrained by the prior real-valued states, will also be

incorrectly fixed. This vicious cycle, which can persist for

several seconds, is eventually broken by an aperture test

failure prompted by signal loss, large measurement errors,

or the persistent lack of consistency between the incoming

observables and the current state.

How often is this cycle entered? For an aperture test config-

ured for a fixed failure rate of P̄F , it occurs with probability

as high as P̄F even in the ideal case where code and carrier

measurement errors are mutually independent, independent

in time, and Gaussian-distributed. In fact, all three of these

conditions are violated in significant measure for urban RTK,

leading to false fixing rates several times larger than P̄F .

Of course, if the PF experienced in practice could somehow

be bounded below an extremely small value, the risk associated

with carrying forward integer-conditioned real-valued states

could be made tolerably low. To this end, one might expect

that, for good geometry and an adequate number of signals

(a strong a priori model in the language of [28]), and for

some arbitrarily small bound ¯̄PF , there ought to exist an

aperture test that, when configured to respect a sufficiently

small P̄F , would yield an empirical PF ≤ ¯̄PF while still

maintaining a reasonably high PS . But this does not appear

to be the case. Urban multipath and blockage can at times

conspire to generate an extremely self-consistent yet erroneous

measurement set whose associated integer solution can pass all

but the strictest of aperture tests. To prevent such erroneous

integer estimates from slipping through and corrupting the

real-valued states requires an aperture test so strict that it also

excludes almost all correctly-fixed integer estimates, despite a

strong underlying model.

Given the above considerations, it would seem folly to

pursue a strategy of carrying forward integer-conditioned real-

valued states. Recognizing this, the authors are developing

a generalization of PpEngine that can manage growth in

the number of integer state elements using a variant of the

suboptimal approach of [33]. Nonetheless, as will be shown,

the current approach is remarkably effective in a moderate

urban environment. It also has the virtue of simplicity, making

it a good choice for initial development, and of computational

efficiency, permitting rapid experimental iteration.

2) Dynamics Model: Because this paper’s focus is on

RTK unaided by any non-GNSS sensors, the mixed real- and

integer-valued state estimator within PpEngine was configured

to ignore all available inertial measurements and instead rely

on a simple nearly-constant-velocity dynamics model for state

propagation between measurements [40]. The dynamics model

assumes roughly equivalent process noise in the along-track

and cross-track directions, but much smaller process noise (by

a factor of 10) in the vertical direction, in keeping with a land

vehicle operating in a relatively flat urban environment.

3) Robust measurement update: Urban multipath and

diffraction cause code and carrier observables to exhibit large

errors with a much higher probability than even a conservative

Gaussian model would predict. Dealing with measurement
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error processes such as these, which have thick-tailed distribu-

tions, requires robust estimation techniques; that is, techniques

with reduced sensitivity to measurement outliers [41].

Outliers are especially problematic for integer fixing in

RTK positioning. By action of the decorrelation adjustment

preceding ILS, a single bad measurement can contaminate

multiple measurements in the decorrelated domain, render-

ing resolution of the associated integers impossible. Partial

ambiguity resolution, as in [42], [43], offers little relief in

such cases because contamination caused by outliers is not

necessarily limited to an identifiable subset of integers. It is

more effective to exclude questionable measurements before

the decorrelation adjustment.

PpEngine implements a multi-level exclusion process, de-

picted in Fig. 6, to mitigate the effects of measurement outliers.

At each measurement epoch, measurements are first screened

on the basis of three quality indicators: carrier-to-noise ratio

C/N0, phase lock statistic sθ, and elevation angle θel. Signals

whose values fall below user-selected thresholds for these

quantities are excluded from all DD combinations.

No

by C/N0, sθ, and θel
Screen observables

Perform float solution

Pass

test?
innovations

Reset

Begin lth iteration

Exceed

depth?
exclusion

Exceed

depth?
exclusion

Pass

test?

Perform ILS

Perform IA test

integer aperture

Yes

No

Yes

Condition on integers Marginalize over float amb.

YesYes

End lth iteration

Perform scored exclusion

No

No

Fig. 6. Flow diagram for the PpEngine exclusion and fixing logic.

A second level of exclusion occurs as part of the float

solution. A χ2-type test is applied to all DD measurement

innovations [40], with exclusion triggered if the normalized

innovations squared statistic exceeds a chosen threshold. For

the current implementation of PpEngine, this test is only ef-

fective at excluding anomalous DD code phase (pseudorange)

measurements, since the float states are discarded, and thus

unconstrained, from epoch to epoch. Note that innovations

testing benefits strongly from a correctly integer-constrained

state because the exclusion threshold can be made tighter.

However, with an incorrectly-integer-constrained state, inno-

vations testing may end up excluding the very measurements

necessary to correct the state.

If a set of innovations fails the innovations test, DD mea-

surements (both code and carrier for a particular DD combina-

tion) are excluded one at a time (with replacement). Exclusion

is ordered such that the next DD combination removed is the

one with the next-lowest quality score that has not yet been

removed. A quality score is formed for each DD combination

via a linear combination of scores based on C/N0, sθ, and

θel. If such N -choose-1 elimination fails to create a subset of

DD measurements that passes the innovations test, exclusion

can proceed to N -choose-m elimination, with m > 1. If a

user-configurable exclusion depth is exceeded, the estimator

state is reset.

The third level of exclusion is based on the integer aperture

test following integer estimation via ILS. This is the standard

data-driven integer fixing process whereby the integer-fixed

solution is selected only on successful validation by some

type of aperture test; otherwise, the float solution is accepted

[27]. The aperture test is configured for a fixed failure rate

(under independent Gaussian errors) of P̄F . If the integer

aperture test fails, N -choose-1 exclusion (with replacement) is

attempted, starting with the lowest-scoring DD combinations

and working up through higher-scoring combinations. N -

choose-m exclusion, with m > 1, is currently not attempted

at this layer of exclusion because testing a large number of

subsets is eventually “doomed to succeed” at passing the

aperture test, causing PF to significantly exceed P̄F even

under benign conditions [43].

If the aperture test is passed before the permissible exclusion

depth is exceeded, the solution is conditioned on the integers

and the integer states are dropped. Otherwise, the integer state

elements are marginalized out as float values. In either case,

the state is propagated to the next measurement epoch via the

dynamics model and the process repeats.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The precise positioning system was evaluated experimen-

tally using data collected on December 18 and 21, 2017, and

January 15, 2018 in a moderate urban environment north of

the University of Texas campus in Austin, TX. A total of 3.4

hours of data were collected in 4 sessions over the three days.

A. Rover platform

The rover GNSS receiver is one among several sensors

housed in an integrated perception platform called the Sen-

sorium, pictured in Fig. 7. Designed for connected and au-

tomated vehicle research, the Sensorium is a self-contained

sensor housing that can be mounted atop any standard

passenger vehicle. Although hardly visible in Fig. 7, two

Antcom 53G1215A-XT dual-frequency patch antennas are

flush-mounted in the cross-track direction on the Sensorium’s
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upper plate, separated by just over 1 meter. The antennas’

signals are routed to a unified RF front end whose output IF

samples are processed in real time (to within less than 10 ms

latency) by the Sensorium’s onboard computer. The samples

are also stored to disk for post-processing.

Data from both the primary (driver’s side) and secondary

(passenger’s side) antennas were used to reconstruct the

ground truth trajectory, as described below. But only data from

the primary antenna were used in the urban RTK performance

evaluation. No other Sensorium sensors were involved in the

current paper’s results.

Fig. 7. The University of Texas Sensorium is a platform for automated
and connected vehicle perception research. It includes stereo visible light
cameras, an industrial-grade IMU, an automotive radar unit, a dual-antenna,
dual-frequency software-defined GNSS receiver, 4G cellular connectivity, and
a powerful internal computer.

B. Test route

The test route was primarily composed of two nested loops,

as shown in Fig. 8, although other roadways near this area

were also explored. The route includes a variety of light-

to-moderate urban conditions, from open-sky to overhanging

trees to built-up areas. The Dean Keeton corridor, pictured in

Figs. 9 and 10, is the most challenging stretch along the test

route. It passes below two pedestrian bridges and is flanked

on both sides by buildings ranging from 30 to 65 meters tall

set back 28 meters from the center of the roadway.

A repeating route is not ideal for evaluating urban RTK

performance; a route with greater variety of urban locations

would be better. The route in Fig. 8 was chosen to support

other research in visual 3D mapping for which repeated

sessions through the same corridors was necessary to explore

the map’s accuracy convergence. Future work in urban RTK

will explore routes with greater variety. Meanwhile, the current

route remains useful for urban RTK performance evaluation

because satellite movement causes multipath and signal block-

age conditions to differ significantly from lap to lap and day

to day.

V. GROUND TRUTH TRAJECTORY

A primary challenge in urban RTK performance evaluation

is obtaining a ground truth trajectory against which to compare

the reported trajectory of the system under test. Ideally, the

ground truth should be complete and provably accurate to bet-

ter than 5 cm. Under such conditions, the incorrect fixing rate

Fig. 8. Overview of the test route. The smaller triangular loop was driven 30
times, the larger loop 19 times, both clockwise. The area shown lies on the
north side of The University of Texas campus in Austin, TX.

Fig. 9. A 3D overview of the Dean Keeton corridor, spanned by two pedestrian
bridges and flanked by buildings on both sides.

PF can be measured by declaring an incorrect fix whenever

the reported trajectory deviates by more than 15 cm from the

ground truth. A more straightforward comparison of resolved

integers between the reference and test systems, as in [4], is

not generally possible in urban areas because the systems may

not track the same set of satellites at each epoch throughout

the test.

But what system is capable of provably determining the

location of a mobile GNSS antenna in an urban area to within

5 cm of its true location? Prior work in urban positioning

has relied on forward-backward smoothed trajectories from

coupled RTK-inertial systems with a tactical-grade IMU [8],

[14]. But the estimated 95% accuracy of the truth trajectory

in [14] was only 55 cm in residential areas, and 59 cm in

urban canyons, which is far too loose to allow confident

measurement of PF . And the authors of [8] make no attempt

to assess the accuracy of their reference system.

A. Examination of DD carrier phase residuals

A defensible claim of better-than-5-cm ground truth accu-

racy is made in [4], where a tactical-grade IMU was tightly

integrated with an RTK system on a short baseline in nearly-

perfect open-sky rural conditions. The reference system did

experience one brief GNSS outage as the vehicle passed under

a roadway sign, but Petovello et al. assert that “an analysis of

the measurement residuals and the static position at the end
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Fig. 10. A street-level view of the Dean Keeton corridor just before passing
below the east pedestrian bridge.

of the run confirmed that the ambiguities had indeed been

resolved correctly.”

In urban areas, DD code and carrier measurement resid-

uals likewise carry valuable information about whether the

reference system’s integer ambiguities have been correctly

resolved. In particular, the absence of a pronounced secular

trend in the DD carrier residuals over an interval spanning 30

seconds or more during which the integer estimate remains

constant is a strong indicator that the associated ambiguity

has been resolved correctly over that interval. Unfortunately,

these conditions do not always hold in urban testing. The DD

carrier residuals shown in Fig. 11 for a particular GPS signal

are small (all less than 50 mm) and appear to be free from

secular trends. Moreover, the vast majority of intervals over

which the associated estimated ambiguities remain constant

span more than 30 seconds. For these intervals, a confident

declaration of correct integer resolution can be made. But over

the 1-hour interval shown, there are several constant-integer

intervals that are too short to allow confident declaration of

correctly-resolved integers.

B. Dual-antenna ground truth generation

Given that residuals analysis alone appears insufficient to

confidently discern a truth trajectory for urban RTK, an

alternative approach is adopted for this paper.

1) Independent RTK solutions: Independent RTK solutions

are obtained for both the primary and secondary rover anten-

nas. Because these are separated by several GNSS wavelengths

on the Sensorium’s top plate, and given the wavelength-scale

sensitivity of multipath phase to path length, they experience

significantly uncorrelated carrier multipath except when the

multipath source is to the front or rear of the vehicle, which

is rare (multipath reflections come primarily from buildings to

the left or right of a vehicle [44]).

2) Strict trajectory: From the independent RTK solutions,

a strict trajectory is constructed. Let SP be the set of primary

antenna positions that have passed aperture test validation, and

let TP be the set of associated time points. Let SS and TS be

equivalent sets, respectively, for the secondary antenna. The

intersection set T∩ = TP ∩ TS contains time points at which

both the primary and secondary fixed solutions are available.
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Fig. 11. DD carrier phase (top) and pseudorange (center) residuals for GPS
PRN 26’s L1 C/A signal for the 1-hour Jan. 15, 2018 test session. The
lower plot shows the satellite’s elevation angle (gray) and the pivot satellite’s
elevation angle (black).

Let SP∩ and SS∩ be the sets of positions for the primary

and secondary antennas associated with T∩. These are ordered

such that the kth primary position sP,k ∈ SP∩ corresponds to

the kth secondary position sS,k ∈ SS∩. The strict trajectory

Sstrict
S∩ ⊆ SS∩ is defined as the set of positions sP,k for which

|bk − b| < ǫ, where

bk = ‖sP,k − sS,k‖

is the measured baseline length between the two antennas at

the kth epoch, b is the known baseline length, and ǫ is an

acceptable error threshold, taken to be 15 cm for this paper.

Thus, the strict trajectory consists of all fixed primary antenna

positions that can be checked against, and are consistent with,

a corresponding fixed secondary antenna position. The strict

trajectory for an inner loop in the test route is shown as the

blue trace in Figs. 12 and 13.

3) Filling gaps in the strict trajectory: Approximately

95.5% of epochs in the 3.4 hours of collected data find

correspondence in the strict trajectory. The remaining 4.5%

of epochs are those for which either the primary or secondary

antenna did not produce a fixed solution, or the magnitude

of the solution difference disagreed with the known baseline

b by more than ǫ = 15 cm. Perhaps unsurprisingly, almost

all of these missing or outlier epochs occur near the bridges

along the Dean Keeton corridor. Two techniques are applied

to attempt fill-in of the strict trajectory gaps.

Transfer via the baseline-constrained solution: A fixed

local RTK solution between the primary and secondary rover

antennas is obtained at every epoch possible. This local

solution’s availability is increased by applying the known

baseline constraint b, as in [45]. A missing epoch in the strict

trajectory is populated via transfer from the secondary antenna

under the following conditions: (i) a fixed secondary antenna

position is available, (ii) a fixed baseline-constrained primary-
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Fig. 13. Vertical component time history associated with the trace in Fig. 12.

to-secondary solution is available, and (iii) when the secondary

and local solution vectors are added, the resulting “transferred”

primary antenna location is within ǫ of the position predicted

by a shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation across

the strict trajectory gap. The interpolation is carried out

via Matlab’s interp1 function with METHOD = ’cubic’.

Transferred epochs are shown as green points in Figs. 12 and

13.

Short-hop interpolation: After all permissible secondary-

to-primary solutions have been transferred, an attempt is made

to bridge the remaining gaps via cubic interpolation (again

using the interp1 function). Only spans shorter than 5

seconds are allowed to be interpolated. Interpolated epochs

are shown as red points in Figs. 12 and 13.

C. Ground truth completeness and accuracy

The ground truth trajectory constructed as described above

from the strict trajectory, with gaps filled where possible,

encompasses approximately 97% of all epochs in the 3.4-hour

data set. The missing 3% of epochs almost all coincide with

areas near the bridges passing over the Dean Keeton corridor.

The west bridge is especially problematic, as the rover vehicle

is often stopped for an extended time near or under the bridge

while waiting for the stoplight at Dean Keeton and Guadalupe.

Visual inspection of the ground truth trajectory reveals no

obvious errors. However, the authors concede that better-

than-5-cm accuracy of the available ground truth cannot be

guaranteed. Future work will explore additional approaches

for completing and verifying ground truth for urban RTK.

VI. BASELINE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The baseline urban RTK system is the configuration of the

University of Texas precise positioning system that maximizes

PS while respecting PF ≤ ¯̄PF for some chosen empirical

incorrect fixing probability bound ¯̄PF . This section discusses

the baseline system’s performance. The following section will

compare the baseline system against several alternatively-

configured systems.

A. Baseline configuration

1) PpRx: The baseline system’s carrier tracking loops were

configured as detailed in Section III-D, with minor variations

for the different signal types. The code tracking loops’ default

bandwidth was 0.5 Hz. PpRx was configured to track the

following signal types: GPS L1 C/A, GPS L2C (combined M +

L tracking), Galileo E1 BOC(1,1) (combined B + C tracking),

and SBAS (WAAS) on L1. PpRx was configured to output

observables at 5 Hz.

2) PpEngine: The baseline system’s RTK engine was con-

figured as follows. The master LDRN reference station, located

within 1.2 km of all points on the test route, was taken as the

reference receiver, producing reference observables at 5 Hz.

The master station’s antenna is a Trimble Zephyr II geodetic

antenna. A single-baseline RTK solution with a near-zero age

of data was performed between the rover’s primary antenna

and the reference station at a 5-Hz cadence. The following

thresholds were applied in the first-level screening processing

within PpEngine: C/N0 ≥ 37.5 dB-Hz, sθ ≥ 0.55, and

θel ≥ 15 deg. Signals whose values fell below any one of

these thresholds were excluded from all DD combinations.

Elevation-dependent weighting was applied in the float so-

lution. The threshold above which float innovation statistics

failed the normalized innovation squared test was chosen to be

2. Scored N -choose-1 exclusion was applied for both failed

float innovations tests and failed aperture tests. A depth of

5 signals was allowed for the N -choose-1 exclusion, after

which the estimator was either reset or integers marginalized,

according to the flow diagram in Fig. 6. The difference test of

[30], which was found to work as well in urban environments,

was chosen as the integer aperture test. The test was configured

for a fixed failure rate of P̄F = 0.001. The undifferenced
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pseudorange and phase measurement error were taken to be

σρ = 1 m and σφ = 3.5 mm, respectively. The nearly-

constant-velocity dynamics model was configured for a 0.2

m/s deviation in horizontal velocity, and a 0.02 m/s deviation

in vertical velocity over a 1-second interval.

A rough calibration of the vertical L1-L2 phase center offset

was attempted for the primary rover antenna as mounted on

the Sensorium.

B. PS and PF for the baseline system

Because the ground truth trajectory is incomplete, empirical

PS and PF can only be determined to within upper and

lower bounds. Let PV denote the empirical probability of

successful integer validation at any given epoch, whether the

estimated integers are correct or not. In other words, PV is the

availability of a fixed solution. Let PT denote the fraction of

validated epochs that are testable; that is, the fraction having a

corresponding populated epoch in the ground truth trajectory.

Let PE denote the fraction of testable epochs that are assumed

to have incorrect integer estimates because their 3-dimensional

position differs by more than ǫ = 15 cm from the ground truth

position.

For the baseline system over the 3.4-hour data set taken

over three days, the average values of PV , PT , and PE were

PV = 0.988, PT = 0.976, PE = 0.0048

With these values one can bound the probability of incorrect

fix PF as

PV PTPE = 0.0046 ≤ PF ≤ 0.0234 = PV (1− PT )

The lower bound optimistically assumes that none of the non-

testable validated epochs were in error, whereas the upper

bound pessimistically assumes that all non-testable validated

epochs were in error. Given that the probability of successful

fix PS = PV − PF , one can similarly bound PS :

PV PT = 0.965 ≤ PS ≤ 0.984 = PV (1− PTPE)

Whether the baseline system’s performance is impressive

depends on the actual value of PF . Visual inspection seems

to indicate that PF < 0.01, which is a factor of 10 larger than

P̄F but may be tolerable for a larger system that combines

stand-alone RTK with inertial and electro-optical sensing, as

the Sensorium of Fig. 7 is intended to do.

The current system’s lower bound for PS , 0.965, is signifi-

cantly higher than the PS = 0.767 reported by Li et al. [8] for

dual-frequency GPS + BDS + GLONASS stand-alone RTK,

but a fair comparison is complicated by the facts that (1) Li

et al. do not report PF , and (2) the Wuhan and Austin urban

testing environments are different.

C. Error distribution

Fig. 14 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

and a time history of errors for the baseline system’s testable

aperture-test-validated positions for the Jan. 15, 2018 data set.

Positioning performance appears excellent, with over 99.7%

of testable epochs having errors smaller than 10 cm. But

one should bear in mind that errors in aperture-test-validated

but non-testable solutions are not shown in Fig. 14. Also,

among the few errors that do appear, two exceed 1 meter over

the 1-hour interval, which would make the baseline system

unacceptable as the sole positioning sensor for connected or

automated vehicles.
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Fig. 14. Cumulative distribution function (top) and time history (bottom) of
positioning errors with respect to the ground truth for the baseline system.

D. Residuals Time Histories

It is instructive to examine the DD carrier and code residuals

for urban RTK. Fig. 11, discussed previously, shows residuals

for GPS PRN 26 during the 1-hour Jan. 15, 2018 session. The

RMS values of the time histories correspond to undifferenced

phase and pseudorange deviations of σφ = 4.1 mm and σρ =
0.65 m. Note that the pseudorange errors are large during the

first 250 seconds, over which the vehicle was stationary. This

is because PpRx was configured with a large code tracking

bandwidth (0.5 Hz) and operates on fairly narrow-band signals

(4 MHz) without any dedicated multipath mitigation. When

the vehicle begins to move, code multipath gets averaged out

non-coherently due to rapid changes in the multipath phase.

Fig. 15 is identical to Fig. 11 but for the L2C signal from

GPS PRN 26. For this signal, the undifferenced deviations

are slightly larger than for its L1 C/A counterpart: σφ = 4.6
mm and σρ = 0.78 m. This appears to be generally the case

for L2C signals despite their having the same ranging code

bandwidth, and nearly the same power, as L1 C/A signals.

Fig. 16 shows DD residuals for Galileo PRN 4, whose

elevation time history is similar to GPS PRN 26 over the same

interval. For this signal, σφ = 4.2 mm and σρ = 0.78 m.

Finally, Fig. 17 shows DD residuals for WAAS PRN 131,

for which σφ = 4.4 mm and σρ = 0.65 m. The WAAS

signal benefits from a high (49-deg. from Austin) and constant

elevation angle, but its DD pseudorange residual has a 1.5-

meter bias, likely due to asymmetry in the WAAS signal’s

autocorrelation function. Similarly-constant biases, albeit with

different values, are observed for WAAS PRNs 135 and 138.
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Fig. 15. As Fig. 11 but for PRN 26’s L2C signal.
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Fig. 16. As Fig. 11 but for Galileo PRN 4’s E1 (B+C) signal.

VII. PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION ANALYSIS

This section reports on one of this paper’s most significant

contributions, a performance degradation analysis in which

features of the baseline system are removed or altered one at

a time to assess their relative contribution to baseline system

performance. The analysis was limited to the 1-hour data set

from Jan. 15, 2018. Table I, where PV , PT , and PE are

as defined previously, summarizes the results of the analysis.

Starting with Scenario 2, subsections below will discuss each

scenario in turn.

A. LNAV data bit prediction disabled

Eliminating the baseline’s system’s LNAV data bit predic-

tion capability, which was described in Section III-D2, has a

devastating effect on performance. The availability of validated

epochs is scarcely reduced, but PE rises tremendously, from

0.23% to 36.4%. Fig. 18 shows that large errors persist over
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Fig. 17. As Fig. 11 but for WAAS PRN 131 on L1.

many tens of seconds. It is possible that the PpRx carrier

tracking strategy, or the PpEngine integer fixing strategy, could

be better tailored for the case where LNAV data bit prediction

is disabled, thus reducing PE , but this would likely cause a

significant drop in PV . Clearly, LNAV data bit prediction is a

key capability for urban RTK.
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Fig. 18. As Fig. 14 but for Scenario 2.

B. Scalar tracking with adaptive Bθ

Eliminating vector tracking, as described in Section III-D4,

in favor of scalar tracking, but retaining carrier tracking loop

bandwidth adaptation, has no significant effect on PV but PE

increases from from 0.23% to 5.1%. Fig. 19 shows that the

increase in PE is primarily due to a single 150-second interval

with a persistent large error. Further inspection reveals that the

error interval begins at the west bridge. Thus, vector tracking

appears helpful, but not critically so.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PRECISE POSITIONING RESULTS

Scenario Description PV : Validated Epochs (%) PT : Testable (%) PE : Errors (%)

1 Baseline system 98.9 96.0 0.23
2 LNAV data bit prediction disabled 97.6 96.2 36.4
3 Scalar tracking with adaptive Bθ 98.7 96.2 5.1
4 Scalar tracking with fixed Bθ 98.5 96.2 4.3
5 GPS L2CL tracking 94.3 96.2 1.8
6 Age of data = 200 ms 98.8 96.0 0.27
7 Age of data = 400 ms 98.4 96.4 0.27
8 Age of data = 600 ms 98.3 96.4 0.35
9 Age of data = 800 ms 98.3 96.4 0.35

10 10 km baseline 97.9 96.4 2.0
11 Sans WAAS 98.7 96.0 4.2
12 Sans GPS L2C (L+M) 97.0 96.4 2.7
13 Sans Galileo E1 (B+C) 95.9 96.5 6.8
14 No scored exclusion 96.6 96.8 4.9
15 35 deg. el. mask 92.3 96.1 6.6
16 35 deg. el. mask, 10 km baseline 81.1 95.9 16.8
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Fig. 19. As Fig. 14 but for Scenario 3.

C. Scalar tracking with fixed Bθ

Eliminating both vector tracking and carrier tracking loop

bandwidth adaptation does not appear to cause significant

further degradation beyond eliminating vector tracking.

D. GPS L2CL tracking

For GPS L2C tracking, PpRx jointly tracks the pilot (CL)

and data-bearing medium-length (CM) codes, wiping off the

INAV data symbols modulating the CM code with symbol

value estimates based not on prediction, as with LNAV, but

merely on observation. The rationale for this strategy is that

the CL pilot renders prediction less necessary than for the GPS

L1 C/A signal, which does not enjoy a pilot. Eliminating joint

L2C L+M tracking in favor of pure L2CL tracking might be

thought a more reliable strategy given that no symbol wipeoff

mistakes are ever made when tracking only the pilot. But the

results of Table I indicate that joint L+M is indeed valuable,

as it increases PV and decreases PE .

E. Age of data

Scenarios 6-9 explore the effect of increased age of refer-

ence data, from the baseline age (near zero latency relative

to the rover stream) to 800 ms. Very little reduction occurs

in PV , and little increase in PE , indicating that the baseline

system is not particularly sensitive to increased age of data.

However, other experimentation has shown that an age of data

beyond 800 ms begins to affect the WAAS carrier DDs. The

cause of this degradation is the relatively poor stability of the

WAAS clocks, which degrades the accuracy of carrier phase

extrapolation to the rover epoch. No such effect appears for

GPS or Galileo signals until an age of data beyond 10 seconds.

F. 10-km baseline

The baseline system’s distance to the reference receiver,

commonly referred to as the reference-rover baseline, is no

greater than 1.2 km. For Scenario 10, the LDRN alternate

master station, which sits 10 km from the test route, was

instead taken as reference. The alternate master station has

a Trimble Zephyr II antenna identical to the master station’s.

Note that a 10-km baseline is still considered to be within the

short-baseline regime for standard RTK [46]. Nonetheless, a

slight decrease in PV and increase in PE is observed. The

CDF in the top panel of Fig. 20 also shows that the main

drawback of the longer baseline is the increase in large errors,

presumably due to incorrect integer fixing, rather than the

slight decrease in accuracy of correctly-fixed solutions caused

by the longer baseline.

G. Value of additional signals

Scenarios 11-13 explore the degradation in the baseline

system that occurs when all signals of a particular type are

eliminated from the RTK solution. Over the 1-hour interval,

DDs based on 3 WAAS, 3 Galileo, and 4 GPS L2C signals

were originally available. Table I indicates that loss of any one

of the signal types degrades performance, with Galileo being

the most important for the 1-hour data interval studied.
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Fig. 20. As Fig. 14 but for Scenario 10.

H. No Scored Exclusion

Scenario 14 removes the scored exclusion strategy described

in Section III-E3 by setting the exclusion depth to 0 caused a

noticeable reduction in PV and increase in PE . Increasing the

exclusion depth beyond 5, the baseline system’s value, had no

discernible effect.

I. 35 degree elevation mask angle

Scenarios 15 and 16 explore the effect on system perfor-

mance of increasing the elevation mask angle from 15 to 35

degrees, simulating a denser urban environment. For these

scenarios, the average number of DDs drops from above 16

(for the baseline system) to less than 11. Scenario 15 takes

the usual ∼ 1-km baseline whereas Scenario 16 takes the 10-

km baseline. Both scenarios exhibit significant degradation in

both PV and PE , but the degradation is especially pronounced

for the 10-km baseline, with PV dropping to 81.1% and PE

rising to 16.8%. This is consistent with the argument in [17]

that a dense reference network is especially important in urban

settings with reduced signal availability.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A low-cost urban real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning

system developed at The University of Texas for precise

vehicular location has been described and evaluated. The

system is unaided by inertial or electro-optical sensors. Over

3.4 hours of urban testing, the system achieves a probability

of correct integer fixing greater than 96.5% for a probability

of incorrect integer fixing surely less than 2.3% and likely

less than 1%. Fixed integer solutions are available for 99%

of measurement epochs. Of these, 96% are testable against a

ground truth trajectory and are shown to be accurate to within

10 cm over 99.7% of the time. A performance sensitivity

analysis revealed that navigation data bit prediction on the

GPS L1 C/A signals is key to high-performance urban RTK

positioning, and that various other features of the positioning

system contribute in minor but cumulatively significant ways.
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